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LEGISLATURE

BEGINS TASK
BY
MEMBERS OFBOTH

THE

GIVEN

SOVEREIGN

Jr., messenger; Eduardo
Salazar, iKistmaster; Ramon Gomez,
page; Dario Martinez, page; Alfonso
Perea, page; Juan Montano,
page;
Steven Canavan, Jr., enrolling clerk;
VivtoHsno Ulibarri,
stenographer;
srtURu minority leader. W. B. Walton.
R. L. Baca was elected speaker of
the house.
Senate organization:
E. A. Miera, floor
president pro-teAND leader, H. B. Holt.
B. Gallegoa,

HOUSES ARE ALL
PRESENT
OFFICERS ARE SELECTED
THE HOUSE INFORM GOVERNOR OF ACTION

LOWER

!B0DY

NOTED ENGINEER DEAD.
Colorado Springs, Colo., March 11.
Colonel T. L. Waggener, chief engineer in the constrution of the Colo-

ADJOURNED

spend several weeks on a wedding
trip to California when they will return to Las Vegas to reside permanently. Mr. and Mrs. Hall intended to
surprise their friends by being wed
quietly, hoping to make their escape
on their honeymoon before news of
the wedding leaked out. But the
secret got away and some of their
friends planned to give them a jolly
send off at the train.
Mrs. Hall for several years has been
a trusted employe of the White Kitchen restaurant. She has always been
a favorite with the patrons of that
place. When she announced several
days ago that she intended taking a
vacation of several weeks numbers
of her friends suggested that she in
denied
PROMINENT REPUBLICANS' ELEC- tended to be married, but she
the truth of the suggestion. Mr. Hall
TION
8 8ENATORS CONFIis a young man who haB made a large
DENTLY EXPECTED.
number of friends during the year or
more he has resided here. He is employed as a machinist at the Whalen
DEMAND FOR THEM INSISTENT
garage.

PEOPLE

WILLS

AND

FALL

LEADING THE
RACE

rado Springs & Cripple Creek District
THIS WAS DONE OlilT OF RE- - railroad, died at his home here last PEOPLE IN MANY PARTS OF THE
night. He was 67 years old. Death
STTE DESIRE THEIR EARLY
SPECT FOR THE SPEAKER
was hastened by a nervous breakdown
SELECTION.
WH08E SISTER DIED
following paralysis.

EARTHQUAKE
GUBERNATORIAL
BE

MESSAGE

PRESENTED AT
TOMORROW

THEY

IN THE NORTHWEST

10 O'CLOCK

MORNING
WASHINGTON'S
DI8
INSTRUMENTS RECORD
TINCT TREMORS

UNIVERSITY

Fe, N. M., March 11. Just
at noon today the sun which for the
past three days has been shrouded by the clouds that surrounded 'the old capital, flashed out in
brightness to shine upon a brilliant
assembly gathered to watch the proceedings attendant upon the opening
of the first New Mexico state

OF

Seattle, Wash., March 11. An
earthquake of more than average severity was recorded on the seismograph of the University of Washington from 2:13 to 3:10 o'clock a. m.
The vibrations were east to west. The
"
were prol'.mtnary tremors were brief, and
Ail members of both houses
this fact gives rise to a supposition
an
senate
In
the
impressive
present.
that the earthquake occurred in AlasRev.
invocation waB delivered by the
B. Z. McCullough, while the house in- ka.
Following the two minutes of pre
vocation was earnestly prononunced
liminaries
the record showed four to
Lieutenant
Pitaval.
by Archbishop
of heavy shocks, then
minutes
iive
Governor E. C. de Baca delivered a
5o minutes of less
violent jnoriou.
adand
timely
shot, but elonquetn
l ast week, while Alaska was cut off
dress, which was received with hearty
by submarine disturbances in Puget
applause.
Sound which broke the cable in two
In the house, where the larger
places, a distinct earthquake shock
crowd had gathered, R. L. Baca, after was felt in Vaudez but did no damhaving been escorted to the speakers' age. Alaska earthquakes, as a rule
chair amid applause, delivered an ex
are not serious except in midsummer,
Frank Staplin, of
celleint address.
wheri they split the glaciers.
San Juan county, was elected chief
clerk of the house.
Washington Felt it Too
After organization had been com11
Washington, D. C,
pleted the usual committees were ap- Heavy earth shocks w,.
recorded
pointed by both houses to notify the early today by the seismograph at
governor and the other body that they Georgetown University. The vibrawere ready to proceed to 'business. tions began at 5:35 o'clock and lasted
The governor notified the houses that 25 minutes, being most violent a l
v i he would communicate with them in 5:40. The disturbance, which is bewriting at 10 o'clock, tomorrow morn- lieved to have been of extraordinary
ing.
violence, occurred somewhere within
Tit tinned i Himirnd pfter effect ine 2,000 miles of Washington.
fl ' organization out of respect to the
speaker, whose sister had died the
A preceding evening. A pleasant inci
WEALTHY BROKER 18
dent of the house proceedings was tne
to
the
of
a
speaker,
gavel
presenting
SHOT BY A CUSTOMER
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn delivering
a felitieious address in presenting the
gift for a number of admirers. Major
Llewellyn, is slated for floor leader 8PENCER R. HILL SERIOUSLY INJURED WHILE IN HIS BOSiof the majority.
TON OFFICE
Senate Resolution No. 1 provider1
for a committee on committees of
Boston, March 11. Spencer R. Hill,
seven members of which the republi
can members are John 9 Clark, Greg a well known stock broker, was shot
ory Page, E. A. Miera, H. B. Holt and and seriously wounded in his office
Boleslo Romero. This committee will here today by a customer. Mr. Hill
at once select all other committees, is a member of the brokerage firm
name the chairman and present the of Richardson, Hill and Company. He
report to the senate for ratification. is vice president of the Keewenaw
4 Democratic members of this commit- - Central Railroad company
and the
I tee are W. B. Walton and Isaac Keewenaw Copper company.
I Barth.
The customer, H. Lewinski, was
Senate Resolution No. 2 provides overpowered by clerks in the office
the following officers; it was adopted: and handed over to the police. The
ed.
police decided that stock market los3
Rev. B. Z. McCullough,
chaplain; ses had unbalanced I.ewinski's mind.
The bullet struck Mr. Hill in ''the
John Joerns, chief clerk,; Manuel D
Pino, sergeant at arms; Acasio GaVle-go- right breast and ranged upward toassistant chief clerk; Epifanio ward the shoulder. Mr. Hill was able
arms; to walk to the ambulance which came
I.iOpez, assistant sergeant at
Nlmfa Romero, enrolling clerk; Euge-ni- from the Relief hospital. Mr. Hill is
Baca, reading clerk; Nepomuceno the junior member of the firm. He is
Segura, reading clerk; Albert Clancy, 41 years old and married. He is a
'jtenojrrapher William P. Lapoint, vice president and director of the folJ stenographer: Minnie Brumoach, lowing corporatlotas: Keweenaw
Keweesteno- Central Railroad company:
Miller,
Olga
stenographer;
grapher: Edith Weihnan, stenograph- naw Copper company; Phoenix Coner; Manuel Garoia, doorkeeper; Lu- solidated Copper and Washington
ciano Gallegoa, doorkeeper; Eugenic Copper Mining companies.
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With the opening of the first state
the
legislature in Santa Fe today
eyes of the citizens of the new com-

monwealth are turned toward that
body with interest, as it is to elect
two senators to seats in the highest
legislative tribunal in the land. Looming up as most prominent candidates
for the senatorial togas are
William J. Mills of this city and
Judge Albert n Pall of Three Rivers.
These men ,have been mentioned
frequently by the press of New Mextimber.
ico as admirable senatorial
Leading citizens of the state and men
high in the councils of the lepublican
party have been free to state that
Messrs. Mills and Fall would ably represent New Mexico in the United
States senate. These utterances hav
been received with approval by the
people and all over the state there
has grown up a spontaneous demand
for the election of Messrs Mills and
Fall.
There is every indication that
the legislature will listen to the voice
of the people and select) these gentlemen on an early ballot.
Former Delegates Wiliam H. Andrews, Thomas Benton Catron and
Solomon
Committeeman
National
Luna are mentioned also for election
as senators. Andrews and Catron are
avowed candidates while Mr. Luna
has been menotined by a large number of his friends but is not and will
not be a candidate.
The
Mr. Andrews is impossible.
not
election.
his
do
desire
people
Though he has been skillfully at work
for several months and endeavoring
to secure the pledge of sufficient
votes to procure for him the honor
of representing New Mexico in the
senate Mr. Andrews has been able
to muster but scanty support.
While Mr, Catron is a man of ability and has always been a sturdy
supporter of the republican party
and leader in its councils, he has not,
for various reasons, the same degree
of support as is accorded Messrs.
Mills and Fall. Mr. Catron is a man
well advanced in years and as New
Mexico is to have a democratic governor for five years, his death would
permit the appointment of a democratic senator frm f'nis state. This
would be distasteful to the citizens
of New Mexico, who elected an overwhelming majority of republicans to
the state legislature. The same condition prevails in regard to Mr. Andrews, as the "Bull" is beginning to
show the effects of the hand of time.
In electing Messrs Mills and Fall
the legislature would place in the
United States senate one man from
northern Nw Mexico and another
from the southern extremity of the
state. This would be an equitable
division; one that would meet the approval of the citizens. But there are
reasons more potent than geographical that demand the election of these

KILLED IN A

(Continued on Page Four)

FIGHT

RIOT
REGULARS

AND VOLUNTEERS IN

BLOODY BATTLE AT
TON GATE.

CAN-

THE DUTCH MADE OBJECTION 'APPROACHED

Owing to heavy snows between
Dodge City and La Junta, Santa Fe
train No. 9, due in
Vegas last
night at 6:35 o'clock, did not arrive

Iis

o'clock this mornhere until about
limited was deThe
California
ing.
layed several hours, arriving shortly
after No. 9. The storms, however,
did not affect the other trains today
and they pulled in practically on time.
A freight car off the track about a
mile east of Fulton delayed eastbound
traffic about two hours Saturday.
This snow storm did not extend as
far south as Las Vegas, but a drizzling rain came down all Saturday
night here. The moisture froze on
the trees, wires, ground anu all other
objects, covering all nature with a
coating of ice. For a short time Sunday morning telephone and telegraph
communication on the north was irregular, owing to grounded wires. For
a short time in the morning horses
and pedestrians experienceu difficulty
in "navigating," but the ice melted
about noon. This is the first rain of
the year and the grounf was thoroughly soaked.
9

THEY WANT TO VOTE
Washington, March 11. Woman's
suffrage will be advocated before the
state suffrage committee next Wednesday by a delegation of the most
o
prominent women in American pub-Ulife. Arrangements will be made
for an open hearing and addresses
will be made by Rev. Anna Shaw,
Miss Jane Addams, Professor Sopho-nisbBreckenridge, of the University
of Chicago; Mrs. Susan W. Fitzgerald, Mrs. Alice Stone Blackwell, Mrs
Mary Bennett, Miss Bessie Ashley,
Mrs. Harriet Burton Lannlaw and
Miss Inez Hilholland.
a

FISHING FLEET LOST
San Diego, Calif., March 11. Six
vessels of San Diego's fishing fleet
with their crews, numbering 19 men,
are missing today. No word has been
received from them since they put to
The
sea early Saturday morning.
an hour gale which swept the
coast Saturday is believed to have
scattered the fleet.
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TELEPHONE EXCHANGE.
iMBERED

China's Constitution.
.'.iiuu.jP Aliiicii iz. The wnfctiiu-tioof the new republic of China, as
finally approved today, places the supreme power In the hands of the national assembly. A notable feature is
that all the acts of the president require the approval of the assembly,
and this body also has complete con
The assembly
trol of the cabinet.
elects the president and vice president
and may pass any law over the exec
utive's veto at its pleasure.

n

EPHONE WIRES.

RESIGNED

;

THAT HIS OPPONENT ENTIRE CHARGE OF NO. 6 SHOT
ENTERED THE BREAST OF
JAKE THE COUNT AFTER RETHE VICTIM.
PUNCH
A
CEIVING

REFUSED TO ALLOW NEW REPUBLIC'S FLAG to FLY ON

iBffiiB3ffiffi&SS$t.

STORM OF SATURDAY NIGHT AND
SUNDAY BROKE DOWN TEL-

FEATHER.
CHAMPION
WEIGHT ACCUSED OF TRYING

FORMER

TO BRIBE TOMMY

g

THE STREETS WITH ICE

)

IN TOWN OF

ARRANGE FAKE

i

San Francisco, March 14. Several
hundred Chinese were killed in the
fighting between volunteers and regu
lars at the east gate of Canton,
to a cablegram received here
today. Volunteers from Wai Chow en
gaged in battle with the troops from
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
the provincial army patrolling the entrance. The firing continues for ihree
days. The San Qui regiment of volunWashington, March 11. Senate: In teers at Canton has been dismissed
'
from the service.
session 2 p. m.
House: Met at noon.
The Dutch Objected.
Resumed discussion of agricultural
March 11. Objection by
Chicago,
appropriation bill.
the Dutch authorities in Java to the
ex,iendi-lureAgriculture department
committee continued Florida hoisting of the flag of the new ChiSenator nese republic was responsible for tb
investigation,
everglades
of trouble which resulted in the threat
knew
he
Fletcher testifying what
Sun Yat
of Provisional
President
the suppressed report.
Steel trust investigating committee Sen to send Chinese warships to
acording to an interview with
resumed its hearing, transportation
to
phase of steel corporations affairs be- Liou Tsine Jen, China's minister
to
cabled
the
Daily
Chicago
Holland,
ing subject of testimony.
News from The Hague today.
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CITY EDITION.

COUPLE

WEDDED
This morning at his home on Fifth
street Judge D. R. Murray united in
marriage Mrs. Mary Snyder and Merl
Hall. The ceremony was witnessed

NEW STATE

;
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SNOW IN KANSAS.

Kansas City, March 11. For the
third time in three weeks, heavy snow
today interfered with railway traffic
in the Missouri valley. From five to
seven inches fell over Missouri and
from one to three inches in Nebraska
and Iowa. A light snow fell in north
ern and eastern Kansas and a light
rain in southern Rsnsas, Oklahoma
and Texas. Trains from the west are
running behind schedule. Telegraph
and telephone service is demoralized.

DEMOCRATS

ARE UP

IN THE THIN AIR
ARE UNDECIDED AS TO POLICY
TO
TO PURSUE IN REGARD
CITY ELECTION

Whether or not the democrats of
Las Vegas will put a ticket in the
field for the approaching cRy election
will be decided Thursday night at a
meeting of the members of the party
to be held in the city hall. The city
central committee held a meeting
Saturday evening to discuss the political situation as it pertains to municipal affairs. Many of the members
desired to unite with the republicans,
as has been done for several years
past, and put a ticket composed of
in the
democrats and republicans
field. Other members of the committee were in favor of a straight party
ticket. It was decided the best policy
to pursue was to put the question up
to the rank and file. The city central committee 1b composed of the
First ward-Geo- rge
following members:
H. Hunker and B. F. McGuire;
Second ward Fred Brefeld and C.
M. Douglas; Third ward J. B. Floyd
and Pat McElroy, chairman; Fourth
ward W. J. Luoa and P. Padllla;
committeeman at large, John L. Zim
merman.

I

i

San Francisco. March 11. The Call
prints today an account of a proposal
for a "fake" knockout, said to have
been made by Abe Attell to "Harlem"
Tommy Murphy last Saturday before
Murphy and
their
fight.
his manager, James Buckley, are declared to have admitted that they
were approached by Attell.
Attell was so severely punished in
the fight that he could scarcely speak
yesterday, but he denied the accusa
tion and said that he knew of no
understanding regarding the fight and
had made no proposal to Murphy or
his manager.
as he is
According to Buckley,
first
the
sugges
the
in
Call,
quoted
tion as to "fixing" the fight was made
by Attell on February 26, when he
arrived in San Franoisco from Los
Angeles after his defeat by Johnny
Kllbane, when he lost the championship. He was not. told positively that
no agreement would be made.
"Another meeting was arranged,"
says the newspaper account, and this
time Murphy accompanied his man
ager. Murphy was asked if he would
agree to fall to the mat, after receiv
ing a certain blow and pretend to be
unable to rise until the ten seconds
were tolled off by Referee Jack
Hei says that he refused to
Welch.
enter into any agreement, feeling confident that he could beat Attell and
the men separated without any undr- standing being reached.
"The matter was not discussed un
til last Wednesday or Thursday night
when, in response to a telephone message, Buckley met Attell and again
listened to the fighter's proposition.
'With the question still undecided,
Attell aproached Buckley again jut
before the two men went into the
ring at Colma. Buckley was called
from Murphy's dressing room by At
tell and asked if the Harlem boy was
ready to play the part Attell wished
that
to assign to him. Buckley says
aenm.
a
not
did
give
even then he
answer and that at no time had At
tell received a definite reply.
wun
"Murphy left for the east
v.,,viov earlv today to prepare for
at
his fight with Packey McFarland
uunooav
Wisconsin.
Kenosha,
of
Smith accompanied him, in search
now
ap
matches with heavyweights
In
pearing in short distance bouts
Promoter James Coffroth
the east.
announced yesterday he had secured
Eddie McGoorty to meet the winner
of the Dillon-Klau- s
fight, to be held
23.
here March
DES MOINES PRIMARIES
Des Moines, la., March 11. The third
primary election to be held under the
commission form of municipal government, is in progress here today,

with indications pointing to heavy
balloting, despite stormy weather. A
feature of the election is what is expected to be a large vote cast by women in the school election, where a
proposition to teach sex hygiene Ib
the grades is an Important question.
The only straight ticket in the contest is that of the socialists. The socialists have made a vigorous campaign and say they are confident of
representation In the council.

Santa Rosa, N. M., March 11. Foi
lowing a quarrel which began early
in the evening, Oscar L. Brown was
shot and instantly killed Saturday
night in Cuervo, a small town seven
teen miles northeast of this city, by
W. B. Terry. News of tne tragedy
reached here yesterday morning and
Charles Hedgcok, assistant distrit at
torney for the Fourth judicial district,
left at once for Cuervo to investigate
the killing. A corousr's inquest, presided over by Justice of the Peace
Victoriano Segura of Cuervo, resulted
in a verdict being returned to the effect that Brown met death as the result of wounds inflicted by a shotgun
in the hands of W. B. Terry.
The shooting ocurred in a
building on the main sireet of the
town ocupied by the telephone exchange of which Terry is manager.
Terry and Brown, in company with
two other men and a woman whose
name is Florence Pubo, were playing
a game of cards in a room on the second floor adjoining the telephone exchanger- early in the evening.
The
Pubo woman began dancing and singing. Her actions irritated Terry, who
told her to quit her noise. The woman
continued singing and her voice rose
to a shout. Terry jsed abusive lan
guage and was called down by Brown.
The men Quarreled violently and it is
asserted that Brown shouted threats
and made actions as though about to
draw a weapon.
Terry left the room. He was fol
lowed by Brown. The woman and the
other men remained in the room. A
short time later a loud report was
heard. Rushing into the hall the card
players discovered Brown lying upon
the floor just outside the door occupied by Terry and his wife. He was
mortally wounded and died without
uttering a word. A jagged hole had
been torn in the door and Brown's
breast was found to have been entered
by a heavy charge of No. 6 shot.
Within Terry's room the latter was
discovered still haloing a shotgun in
his hands. An examination of the hall
opposite Terry's apartments failed to
disclose any shot in the wall and it
is believed the entire charge from the
heavy weapon entered Brown's breast.
There are said to have been no wit
nesses to the shooting, although Mrs;
Terry was In the Terry apartments
when Brown was killed. It is believed
that Brown followed; Terry to his
rooms and demanded admittance,
when Terry, without uttering a word,
seized his shotgun and fired through
the door. Terry was arrested Immediately after the tragedy by W. T.
Mahanay, a deputy sheriff of Guadalupe county.
Bad feeling is said to have existed
between Brown and Terry for some
time. Terry and his wife, it is said,
are divorced, but recently began living
together again. Brown is asserted to
have been a frequent caller upon Mrs.
Terry. The woman's husband, according to the story, pome time ago remonstrated with Brown and requested him
to cease his attentions to his wife.
Brown is said to have replied in an
exasperating tone, telling Terry to
mind his own business. Both Brown
and Terry are well known citizens of
Cuervo and the shooting has caused'
a great deal of excltment in that village.
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SENDS CONGRATULATIONS
TAFT RETURNS HOME
York, March 11. Colonel
Washington, March 11. President
Roosevelt today sent a telegram of Taft, returning from Chicago, arrived
congratulations to Roald Amundsen, at 4:30 and went directly to the White
the discoverer of the south pole.
House.
New
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determined from the records of 78
stations, having a mean altitude of
MY
,
.
about .".000 feet, was 34.9 degree or
1
;
1
l.'i degrees, below the normal, ana i.s
-of
month
V'ehruary.
below
the
degrees
OUT,
1911. The highest monthly mean temCarlsat
45.4
was
degrees
perature
bad, and the highest recorded tempv
ature 82 degrees on the eighteenth at
is unusually attractive.
New shapes, color comthe same station. The lowest monthly
at
binations
and trimmings gives an exceptional vamean temperature was 21.6 degrees
record
CHAMCONTENDER
FOR
BANTAM
lowest
the
and
riety from which to choose. Our line includes the
REPORT OF OBSERVER AT. SANTA Kllzabethtown,
PION8HIP DARES ANYBODY
16 below zero at the
ed
temperature
famous
FE SHOWS FEBRUARY TO
TO DO IT.
same station on the sixth. The greatHAVE BEEN COLD.
est local monthly range in temperaIndianapolis, lnd., March 11. "I'll
ture was 77 degrees at Fort Stanton,
Santa Fe, N. M., March 11. With and the least 44 degrees at Truchas, give any man In the world $100 if he
slight exception, the temperature of while the greatest local dally range in will knock my teeth out in the prize
the month of February, 112, averaged temperature was 60 degrees at Alma ring."
below the normal throughout New on the third. The district averages
This is the startling proposition ofwhich possess a style and individuality obtainable
Mexico.
The deficiency increased were as follows no. 7 (Canadian and fered by Chick Hayes of Indianapolis,
in no other line. The entire line is now ready for
from about 1 degree over the central northeast) 32.1 degrees; No. 8 (Pecos the bantamweight pugilist, and the
yoar inspection. Come in and see them.
and the western counties to 3 or 4 and Rio Grande) 38 s degrees; No. S
contender for the crown worn
and
one
hundred
the
of
He is perfectly
degrees east
by Johnny Coulon.
(western) 37.0 degree.
fifth meridian, and throughout the
serious when he makes the offer.
Precipitation.
eastern border counties. The greatest
Hayes has a golden smile that
The average prerrpltation, deter
,
deficiency ocurred in Curry. Roose-Telt- miTieri from the records of 149 sta rivals Jack Johnson's and displays it
Quay, Union. Mora and San M- tions, was 0.94 inch, or 0.09 inch below constantly while in the ring. It has
A slight excess ociguel counties.
the normal, and 0.84 below February, often been remarked to the youngster
curred in Sierra, northeast Grant and 1911. The greatest monthly amount that he would be in less danger of
eastern Luna counties, out the area was 3:00 Inches at Pasture, and the losing the line of golden masticators
s
was insignificant, for more than
least a trace at Berino, Columbus. if he would fight with mouth closed.
of the state had a deficiency.
The greatest That is when he makes the offer.
Noria and Strauss.
Three moderately cool periods oc- amount in any twenty-fou- r
nours was Hayes stopped a left swing one night
166&
urred; the first, from the beginning 2.35 inches at the Demonstration Farm with his row of natural ivories and
of the month to the sixth; the second, near
lost all of the upper front ones as a
Vegas, on the twenty-fourtfrom the twentieth, to the twenty-secon.
snow
result. Then he hied himself forth to
The
average
and twenty-fifthand the third, from the twenty-fift- fall for the state was 9.3 inches. The a dentist and talked matters over.
MILWAUKEE
to the close of the month. The district
SOCIALISTS
the morals of young men and women MAY TRY TRIANOLE MEN AGAIN
precipitation averages were as The misery producer guaranteed to
were the cold11. The to combat the spread of tuberculosis:
fourth and twenty-firs- t
March
Milwaukee,
Wis.,'
a
in
8
New York, March 11. The criminrow
ones
promand
of
No.
put
gold
137
No.
inches;
7,
follows:
est days of the month, sharing honors 0.84
CALENDAR OF 8PORT8
lines are forming for the hottest
to relieve the unemployed; to bring al branch of the supreme court wa
ised a forfeit of $500 if Chick ever
No. 9, 0.44 Inch.
inch;
FOR THE WEEK
about equally, although no very sefight in Milwaukee's municipal about an improvement of the city's the scene of something now in the
lost any of the "store teeth" while
CHARLES E. LINNEY,
vere weather or exceptionally low
history. Tomorrow will be the first harbor and the establishment of pub- line of court procedure today, when
Section Director battling.
Moderately
the coming lic garden patches, model tenement? the question Of whether perrons who
temperatures occurred.
The teeth are oacked by a band of
day of registration for
warm weather occurred from the sev
Monday
had been once tried n i'l acquitted
municipal election. The primaries and municipal market place.
platinum and gold which Is about
AN HONEST DEPENDABLE
enth to the nineteenth, and the eighFrank Moran vs. Al Kubiak, 10 will be held on March 19. On March
of an Inch thick and is reinshould be iried a second time wits
MEDICINE.
Y.
26 the voters will have their last
teenth was generally the warmest day is
N.
A Cold La Grippe, Then Pneumonia
at
in
forced
a
com
that
such
rounds,
Albany,
pressure
left for a jury to decide. The case
way
E.
Pinkham's
Vegetable
Lydla
of the month, although again no very
Tom Gavigan vs. Paddy Lavin, 12 opportunity to register and on April Is too often the fatal sequence, and was that of Isaac Harris and Max
A Root and Herb medicine against the teeth is borne by the
pound.
coughs that hang on weaken the sys Blanck, owners of the
re- rounds, at Cleveland, O.
high temperatures ocurred.
2, the election is to be held.
Triangle Waist
originated nearly forty years ago by metal strip. Six days' work was
tern and lower the vKal resistance
un
occurred
little
to
preipitation
Very
The result of the election will be Foley's
get the teeth thoroughly
Tudsday
E. Pinkham of Lynn, Mass., for quired
is a company, ju whose establishment 147
and
Tar
Lydla
Compound
Honey
til the nineteenth and twentieth, when
National swimming championships watched with great interest through-au- t reliable medicine that stops the cougb working girls lost their lives in a fire
set and though Chick has beaten
controlling female ills.
eastern counties received a good fall of
the country, for it will definitely promptly by healing the cause; a year ago. Recently Harris and
Its wonderful success in this line George Kitson and Monte Attell twice at the Chicago Athletic association.
enow, accompanied by high wind and has made It the safest and most de- since the new teeth were put into
settle the question whether the citi- soothes the inflamed air passages, Blanck were tried and acquitted of a
Opening of annual show of the
and checks the cold. Keep always on
blizzard conditions. These were reN. Y., Automobile Trade asso zens of Milwaukee weresatlsfied with
pendable medicine of the age for wo place they have not been affected in
hand. Refuse substitutes. ' O. G charge of manslaughter in the first
peated, with much greater severity men and no woman suffering from fe- the least, despite several hard blows riation.
their present administration, the first Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
and second degrees. The district atand over practially all of the state, on male ills does herself justice who in the mouth.
socialist government of thecitly in its
Wednesday
torney was dissatisfied with the ver.
and twenty-fifththe twenty-fourt"You oee I can make $400 after I
DYNAMITE CASES
National swimming championships history. The socialist administration,
dict and asked the court to set a date
does not give it a trial.
;
or
som-the
Rain or snow set in at
pay the reward," Hayes explains, after at the Chicago Athletic association.
headed by Mayor Emil Seldel, is in
Indianapolis, March 11.- - The gov- for a second trial. Counsel for the
western stations on the night )t fho
the tooth story has been told. His
Annual tournament of Michigan the field for
and bases Its ernment has completed arrangements defense opposed the motion on the
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA
THE
twenty-thirand the storm continued
probably will be with Whist association opens in Detroit.
claim to the support of the citizens for the arraignment tomorrow of the ground that the question of second
Discovered that in taking hikes next battle
with great fury during the twenty-fourt- across land and mountains that some Frankie Burns in Indianapolis.
Leach Cross vs. "One Round" Ho- upon the record of the administration men indicted in the dynamite con- jeopardy was raised. To this the disendini the
and twenty-nth- ,
of the (M trict attorney
gan, 10 rounds, in New York City.
parts of their uniforms got more wear
during the past two years. The re spiracy cases. Forty-eigh- t
replied that there were
morning of the twenty sU'.h it ex- than others and especially so with ONE MILLION DOLLARS FOR A
for- several indictments
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officials,
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will mean defendants,
election
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Young
Mayor
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GOOD STOMACH.
6 rounds, in Philadelphia.
the practical endorsement of the rec- mer officials or business agents of the two men, and that different perLeggings.
also
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tered showers or
Astoclation of sons were named in each indictment.
You can find an assortment of Boys
ord of the socialist administration the International
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at
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Leggings
strengthen
The newspapers and medical jour
northern stations on a few other days. Cent Store.
Al Delmont vs. Tommy Shea, IT, 'parts of the state.
Judge A. B. Anderson at 10 o'clock im win a r i ciim-- i i n r n
nals recently have had much to say
The storm of the twenty fourth nnd
to answer
whether the question of a second trial.
Conn.
at
rounds,
Waterbury,
Mayor Seidel is of the opinion that in the morning
twenty-fiftrelative to a famous millionaire's offer
was, however, th most
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administration
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contained In the 32 indict
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European championship 1
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11. A large
March
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Many obsrrvero state it was pi ihost has discovered that they are abso- busy to worry about the condition of Paris.
Mcsatisfied with it. In an interview he jury here on February 6. The
and representative attenda'nee marked
severe In years, for a terrific gale ac lutely free from adulteration.
The his stomach. He allowed his dyspepsia
sev
and
Willie Hoppe and George Sutton referred to the prophecies of the cal- Namaras, Ortie McManigal
the opening in this city today of the
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the election of a socialist administra- not expected to appear in court, but tion. The meeting will continue over
causing heavy loss of stock, and the ters on Douglas avence is the home to others.
most of them will be represented
in
state
championship
Michigan
tion; yet, he said, none of these pre- the
tomorrow.
death of several people. Sheep and of the best ice cream, Boda water and
Every one who suffers with dyspep- door athletic meet in Detroit.
counsel.
by
came
true.
The
administradictions
sia for a few yearB will give everything
cattle over the eastern ranges suffered candy in Las Vegas.
Northwestern University-Universittion found the city government with
he owns for a new stomach.
LABOR CHIEFS' CASE
severely The drifting made it especially
WHAT IS THE REASON
Wisconsin dual indoor meet at
of
a $216,000 deficit, and finishes its
difficult to get accurate measureGDEATER LAS VEGAS
Dyspepsia is commonly caused by
Washington, March 11. The conIdeal Sanitary
fact
For
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that
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first term with a surplus.
Can be made a Deautifcl city at an abnormal state of the gastric Juices
ments, but the best records indicate
is constantly gaining new cus- tempt case involving President SaAnnual indoor athleUc meet of the
He pointed to the fact that, in spite dairy
an average depth of 10 to IB Inches night as well as by day by th liberal or by lack of tone in the walls of the
tomers
and is holding its old patrons? muel Gompers, Vice President John
Beventy-fourt- h
infantry A. A., Buffalo. of the opposition of old party politiover Union, eastern Mora, eastern San use of electricity. Those merchants stomach. The result is that the stomBecause
it furnishes the best, purest iMcthell and Secretary Frank MorriNationof
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Executive committee
cians in the council, in the state legMiguel, Quay, Guadalupe, Curry and who already have Installed electric ach loses its power to digest food.
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We are now able to supply certain al Association of Amateur Oarsmen islature and even in the courts, his
Roosevelt counties, while the average signs have been more than pleased
free
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rooms by scien fore the full bench of the supreme
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handled
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tific processes. Try the Ideal's milk court of the District of Columbia.
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ing an electric lighting plant; is ac- a
the central district (including the that the volume of trade has increased stomach strong and well.
The case has been pending for sevwhile and you will never change.
quiring a municipal stone quarry;
We know that Rexall Dyspepsia TabPecos and Rio Grande) the average materially. Electric slgrs are cheaper
eral years before Justice Wright, and
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building a municipal hospital; has esrainfall for the month was 9.1 inches. than you imagine. See us for figures. lets are a most dependable remedy for
he has already Imposed sentences of
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11. Players of the
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Chicago,
tablished a consolidated fire and podisordered stomachs, indigestion and
The average for the state did not The Las Vegas Light and Power
Usually Is caricatured as a laundry-man- , imprisonment upon the three men.
club of the American
Minneapolis
lice alarm system; is establishing a
dyspepsia.
equal February, 1911, but was slightly
but In all China there is no man The supreme court, however, found
in Chicago to
We want you to try them and will association withered
city telephone service and is steadi- who has reduced the business of laun- errors in this procedure, but gave the
greater than December, just past,
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departure
preparatory
day
return your money if you are not more
ly demanding and working for the
which gives an unusual record for the
stop and consider
dering to the exact science that have lower court the right to renew the
for Hickman, Ky., where they are to
public ownership of all local public modern inventors. The Las
The value of getting good goods at than satisfied with the result.
winter, thus far.
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utilities. The mayor bases his strong- Steam
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The sunshine of the month was a the store where price meets purse.
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est hopes upon the municipal owner- laundries in New Mexico. The work into court arose out of a labor
little below normal, especially in the In selecting anything from our com- $1.00. Remember, you can obtain
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eastern half of the state. At Roswell plete and up to date jewelry stock Rexall Remedies in this community training quarters will be
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Cantillon,
there was T4 per cent of the total remember that you are assured of onlv at our store The Rexall Store.
The socialists claim on behalf of proof.
company of St. Louis. Though this
manager of the Minneapolis club.
the present administration that it was
possible sunshine, while at Santa Fe wares that are of guaranteed excel E. G. Murphy drug store.
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there was 77 per cent of the possible. lence. We have built up the busi18 EASY
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thoroughly
took
the ground that the digWright
UNITED CREEDS TO CONFER
PROTECTION
For the state as a whole there were ness of our store by pleasing every
effort to eliminate graft and corrup
It is easy for prospective hostesses nity of the court's orders had been
11.
St.
March
Louis,
Delegates
16 clear days, 9 partly cloudy and 4 patron and making of every patron Against the cold blasts
that bring
tion from every municipal depart- to find pretty trophies at the Baily violated, and again cited the labor
from all parts of the country and repdisagreeable
cloudy days, while 0.01 inch or more an advertiser. We manufacture beau- pneumonia, grip and
ment. Early in office, it is claimed, Curio store, which is selling all china chiefs to appear and defend
all
of
manner
precipitation occurred on an average tiful filigree jewelry. Sabtno Lujan, colds upon their breath is afforded by resenting practically
the socialists uncovered and stopped at cost for a limited time. Even if
of 3 days. The humidity of the month Bridge street.
chamois vests and chest protectors. creeds are gathering here today to a long standing paving graft. The you are not entertaining during Lent
was low. High winds were frequent,
The Schaefer pharmacy carries a full attend the opening tomorrow of the cost of paving was thereby reduced you can find a nice piece of China for
ReliYou oan be comfortable and ninth general convention of the
line.
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PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any if you wear one of these handy ar
the month was from the west.
saved the voters more than $400,000 there is much room for selection.
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or tides. Scbaefer's, opera house block. four days. The Religious Education in 1911. It is also claimed that unRELIABLE
Temperature.
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discussed during this week's confer- employ
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For sleeping on a poor bed. For a ence will be "The Moral Education to $2 for an eight hour day, while and concrete may be put In the con
very reasonable investment you can of the Negro;" "The Improvement of the regular union scale is paid all struction of pavements, dams, grain
A COMMON COLD neglected may go
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popular brass beds cheaper than ever
haustively discussed at the eighth an den
of Religious Leadership to the World
AND TAR COMPOUND always in the
Rheumatism is caused by an excess of uric acid in the blood, which before. We have many styles tn the
The socialists also point with pride nual convention of the National Asso house and give at first sign
of a cold.
the
of Toil;" "The Church from
to the city's system of factory in- ciation of Cement Users, which con- Refuse substitutes.
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Workingman's
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other
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kidney action,
and pillows. J
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spection and to the inauguration of vened in- this city today for a five
considered of no importance. This uric acid causes an inflamed and irritated Johnsen springs
provement of our Public Schools for various reforms intended to
& Son
Red Cross Drug Co.
session.
protect
days'
condition of the blood, and the circulation instead of nourishing the different
Character Purposes" and many othportions of the body, continually deposits into the nerves, muscles, tissues
ers of equal importance. The list of
EASTER IS COMING.
and joints, the irritating,
acid with which it is filled. Rheu
Lent is a good time for ladies to speakers includes one hundred and
matism can only be cured by a thorough cleansing of the blood, and this is
on what kind of a hat they thirty church and college men, among
reflect
just what S. S. S. does. It goes down into the circulation, and by neutralizing the uric acid and driving it from the blood, effectually and surely are going to get for Easter. Remem them many of the most noted educatremoves the cause. S. S. S. strengthens and invigorates the blood so that ber Mrs. Frank Strass is arranging for ors of the country, connected with
instead of a weak, sour stream, causing pain and agony thoughout the sys- her spring opening, at which will be higher Institutions of learning in vatem, it becomes an invigorating, nourishing fluid, furnishing health and
displayed all the latest shapes and rious parts of the country. During
vigor to every part of the body and relieving the suffering caused by this models In the season's millinery. The the four days there will be general
disease. S. S. S. being a purely vegetable blood purifier, is the surest and
30
special conferensafest cure for Rheumatism in any of its forms. Book on Rheumatism and wonderful millinery display will be an meetings and
of specific
ces
Frank
the
for
consideration
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of
event
sent
free
desired
advice
medical
to
importance.
all
who
write.
any
questions.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA. Strass, milliner, Douglas avenue.
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fLFELD

COMPANY

OCCUPIES NEW
BUILDING
IN
HANDSOME STRUCTURE
A
MODEL
IS
BUQUERQUE
BUSINESS HOUSE

AL-- I

divided into sections or deportments.
The north wing section contains office
quarters for the shipping clerks and
platform directors. The main win
contains the general offices of the
Here many stenographers
company.
and bookkeepers busily ply their
vocations in handsomely furnished ofrefices, and clerks and salesmen
ceive Instructions from the managers
of the various departments. The dry
poods department is managed by Al
bert Stern; the grocery department
by David Weiller, the hardware de
partment by Harry Shupp. On the
main floor is located many thousand
bolts of dry goods on display and such
other articles of various kinds as pur-anchasers may wish to look over.
It is on the second floor, known as
the mezzazine floor, being a story of
Bmall height, constructed between the
main floor and the third, floor, that
the main Ilfeld sample room is located. Here buyers may personally Inspect a sample of every article that
the stock, contains. Only within the
last few days have the department
in completely
managers succeeded
equipping this immense sample room.
Wishing to purchase a bill of goods,
it is only necessary for buyer and
salesman to ascend to the mezzazine
floor. If the article which the buyer
wishes to purchase Is not displayed
among the thousands of samples, the
Ilfeld company does not handle It.
However, having been In the whole
sale business for decades, the Ilfeld
people know the New Mexico trade
thoroughly. Every article is carried
in stock that any wholesale or retail
merchant in the state could possibly
wish to purchase. It is an education
in itself to make a trip through the
sample department. There are dozens
and dozens of different styles of hats
for men and women; many grades of
shoes; articles of clothing of every
description;
hardware,
saddlery,
drugs, groceries, school books and sta
tationery. In fact "everything." Viewing the samples in their entirety It
would be difficult for a person to recall anything used In every day life
which is not contained on the long
rows of tables and shelves. On the
fourth or top floor is a general storefor
room, with
the
headquarters
packers. This floor is crowded with
stocks of various articles of merchandise, dry goods, hardware and saddlery. Here the packers box and sack
goods for shipment to outside points.
Electric elevators of large capacity
are constantly ascending
and descending from basement to the fourth
floor.
Carloads of merchandise are
unloaded on the trackage platform,
shot down the chute Into the base
ment, marked and assorted and classl
fled and then distributed to the varl
ous floors.
According as orders are received.
the merchandise is repacked, properly
marked and billed, sent down through
the elevators again and loaded on to
waiting cars.
The immensity of the Ilfeld business may be indicated by the immensity of the store rooms and the greatness of the stock on hand, with carloads of new goods being received
From the Albuquerque house
daily.
goods are shipped all over the state,
into Arizona, west Texas, southern

Albuquerque, N. M., March 11.
"Wholesalers of Evertyhlng," slogan
of the Charles Ilfeld company. Is trite
true. The Ilfelds, operating a
Jchaln of wholesale houses and retail
stores throughout New Mexico have
a wholesale house in Albuquerque
that Is king of all the wholesale
houses in the entire southwest. After
many months of strenuous and persistent work, the Ilfeld company is
now comfortably settled in its new
building, located on a large tract of
land on the northeast corner of
Copper avenue and First street, adjoining the Santa Fe railroad tracks.
The building itself, concrete and
steel throughout, the best that modern
contractors could build for money,
has been described in this paper before. It was built by J. A. Harlan
and Son, contractors and is absolutely fireproof. The only wooden furnishings in the entire building are the
two front doors at the main entrance
on First street. The building is "L"
shaped. The main wing is 51 by l50
feet, and has four stories, Including
the basement. The north wing Is 60
by 120 feet and Is two stories including the basement. The building has
a total of 50,000 square feet of floor
space.
Through the courtesy of Mr. Herman Ilfeld, one of the general man- agers of the company, a reporter was
shown through the entire plant today.
Only by a personal visit can the vast-nes- s
of the floor space and and
of the stock be realized. At
every turn one Is impressed with the
remarkable arrangements that have
been made to protect the great stock
against destruction by fire. Fire protection is such that should a blaze
break out in any one part of the
building, that section Is Immediately
cut off from the rest of the building
by means of automatic doors of steel
construction.
The basement of the Ilfeld building
is an Immense place. Without a guide
a person would wander about indefinitely along the rows, and stacks of
canned goods, potatoes, sugar, flour
and hardware implements which are
stored there.
The merchandise is
conveyed to the basement from the
trackage platform is an ideal one.
Located on the east side of the north
wing the trackage platform Is long
enough to permit four
freight
cars to be loaded or unloaded at the
same time. The city delivery plat
form, on the west side of the north
wing Is also an extensive affair and
an unlimited amount of merchandise
can be stored there temporarily
awaiting delivery, fully protected
from the wind and weather by a steel
porch awning. In the basement are
located thousands and thousands of
boxes of merchandise, canned goods Colorado.
General Manager Nordhaus is conof every description imaginable. If
Orozco and his army of followers In ceded by all who know him, even by
Mexico had only
of the his greatest competitors, to be one
provisions stored In the Ilfeld base- of the brainiest men in business In
ment they would be able to carry on the west today a man with a remarkable geniug for finance and merchanthe insurrection Indefinitely.
While maintaining his residizing.
from
the
to
basement
Ascending
dence here Mr. Nordhaus will make
the main floor, the visitor finds
what is called the main floor, frequent trips to Las Vegas, which
one-tent-

him-selfo- n

ft

want

m.

fiabit
Some habits one should want to break
all bad habits are bad to keep.

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
habit anyone can have.

fcoori

Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the

best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.
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Afflicted.

"How do you like this weather, Algernon," asked Mr. Topfloor as he got
into the elevator one cold evenvi last

DEVOTION

week.
"I doesn' mln'

but

CATHOLICS THROUGHOUT WORLD
USE IT WEEKLY DURING
LENTEN SEASON.

During the Ienten season In Las
Vegas and throughout the Christian
world. Catholic churches devote at
least one evening a week to the beautiful devotion called "The Way of the
Cross." In Las Vegas the devotion is
practiced each Friday in the Catholic
churches. In the Immaculate Conception church the "Stations," as the deMILLIONS OF FOLKS
USE ONLY CASCARETS votion is sometimes called, are said
Friday evenings, beginning at 7:30
a
They Never Have Headache, Bilious- o'clock. Concerning the devotion
noted writer says:
The Implement shown In the Illus- are bolted to the plank diagonally at
ness, Sluggish Liver or Bowels or
This practice of saying the Stations tration Is used with good effect In the an angle of 45 degrees by means of
a Sick, Sour Stomach
originated In a most interesting man- arid districts of Utah and other west- two bolts. The bend Is about three
ern states. It not only den Is effective- Inches deep, which allows the knives
No odds how bad your liver, stom- ner. Tradition tells us that after
ly with weeds, but also tends to level to work that distance below the surthe
Blessed
Christ's
Virgin
ascension,
ach or bowels; how much your head
the surface and create the necessary face of the ground. The long part of
aches, how miserable and uncomfort- was wont daily to travel from Pilate's "dust blanket" mulch.
The Imple- the steel below the bend Is sharpto
Mount
house
the
Calvary, along
able you are from constipation, indiment consists of a rectangle, 10 by 4 ened on the front side, so that weeds
gestion, biliousness and sluggish in way over which Jesus bore the cross, feet, made of two inch planks 8 Inches will be cut. The knives on the front
at those spots wide. To the under side of the
slope to the right, while those on the
testinesyou always get the desired ;and that sne Paused some
made
memorable
planks are bolted nine knives, rear plank slope to the left This
by
insult, In
results with Cascarets and
quickly
steels, 24 Inches arrangement makes It Impossible for
justice or cruelty inflictea on Christ. made from
too.
long. The " el Is bent eight inches any weeds to be missed, or any part
Vvho
Idea
of
an
the
can
form
Queen
Don't let your stomach, liver and
from one
id, so that It will drop of the ground to remain unstirred,
bowels make you miserable another of Martyrs as she thus, amid those down behind the plank. The knives thereby preparing a bed for rainfall.
moment; put an end to the headache, silent witnesses of the passion, medidizziness, nervousness, tated on the suffering of her Divine
biliousness,
FOR SAVING MOISTURE INCREASED VALUE OF FARMS
rick, sour, gassy stomach, backache Son? Every sight of uie pillar at
was
the
which
of
He
tribune
scourged,
and all other distress; cleanse your
Census Bureau Gives Aggregate In the
Inside organs of all the poison and whereon He was mocked, of the spots
Arid and Semi-Ari- d
Regions as
of
He
me
whereon
marked
fell,
way
effete matter which Is producing the
of Soil Should Determine
Type
$10,488,000,000.
of the nails that transHis
blood,
by
misery.
Depth of Plowing.
Take a Cascaret now; don't wait fixed Him, of the cross whereon He
The arid and semi-ariregions make
of
and
wherein
the
He
a remarkable showing In farm values,
died,
grave
until bedtime. In all the world there
according to the census taken last
Is no remedy like this. A
box was burled, have been a sword which
Certain Kinds of Plows on Market year.
means health, happiness and a clear pierced her loving heart.
Which Have Tendency to ThorA bulletin recently Issued by the
These pilgrimages were noted; the
head for months. No more days of
census bureau shows that the aggreMix Soil From Bottom
oughly
was
Sorrowful
Mother
not
permitted
gloom and distress If you will take a
gate value of farm land in the secand Top of Furrow Slice.
Cascaret now and then. All druggists to make them alone; the holy women
tions named Is $10,488,000,000.
This
sell Cascarets. Don't forget the chil- and disciples of our Lord accompanied
enormous value Is all the more reAsrloul-- J
Colorado
ALVIN
(By
KETSBR,
In
of
the
her,
her
spirit
praying
hymn:
dren their little lnsides need a good
markable because of the contrast with
tural College.)
"Fount of love and holy sorrow,
gentle cleansing, too.
The question of whether land the $8,249,000,000 Indicated by the cenMother may our spirit borrow
should be plowed deeply or not Is sus of 1900.
The value of farm land In the arid
of
woe
Something
thy
profound;
VIRGINIA COUNTED FOR TAFT
largely a question of the type of soil
work. If the and semi-ari- d
to
one
with
Unto
has
which
Christ
regions in 1910 was
with
emotion,
pure
11.
March
The
Taft
Washington,
halt that of all the farm land
nearly
shallower
much
soil
is
our
sandy,
Raise
quite
contrite
s
heart
devotion,
managers confidently expect to add
plowing will give better results than In the United States ten years before
Love to read in every w6und!"
four delegates to their list tomorrow
a clay loam that year. Whether values of this
If
Thus the practice inaugurated by or the soil Is a silt load, should
when the republican state convention
be kind In other parts of the country
adobe.
Deep plowing
Increased In the same proportion or
of Virginia will meet In Roanoke to Mary grew into a devotion which has performed for certain definite
purname the delegates-at-larg- e
to the led Christians to hold in veneration poses; chief among these 1b making a not. It Is evident that they made a
advance; and from it all one may
Chicago convention. Some slight in- every place In Palestine identltied deep reservoir to catch the water big
form an Idea of the vast growth In the
dications of a Roosevelt sentimen'c with the Savior. The devotion spread that falls. A sandy soil does not need
country's wealth from this source.
such treatment because water penehave appeared among the republicans until everyone who had a favor to exThe census report should open the
soil
a
with
trates
very
very
sandy
in the Old Dominion, but so far as pect or a transgression to expiate
without the deep plow- eyes of people in the east and middle
little
difficulty
vowed
to
Pilvisit the Holy Land.
the situation can be judged from this
ing. Such a soil is also sufficiently west to the Importance of that part
point the same efforts to crystallize grimages to Jerusalem became more loosened and aerated for crop grow- - of the country which lies west of the
ninety-eightIt forms
meridian.
thave not been made in Virginia as irequent ana numerous. The piously ing purposes. On heavier soils,
resolved to spend their lives ever, such as the silt loams, clays, nearly half the area of the national
in the states farther south. The
cIav loams and adobes, deep plowing domain outside Alaska and the Insular
convention is expected to be. In the practice of mortification and Is
of decided advantage. It enables possessions; and the great Increase In
where
the
prayer,
very
surroundings the
dominated by Representatives
obtained to pene- farm land values In ten years sug
would
constantly speak to them of the trate precipitation
Slemp and other leaders who
in
the
humus is gests the importance of the part It
soli
which
have already endorsed the adminis events in their divine Master's life blended. As a consequence deep plow- will play In the national development
tration of President Taft and pledg- and death. With the growth of Chris- ing on the heavier soils Is always of of the future.
tianity remoteness of certain peoples advantage If it is done sufficiently
ed themselves to work for his
rendered a journey to Jerusalem Im- long before the crop Is put in to allow
and
possible, so it was decreed that those nature through time and rainfall to
who could visit Jerusalem only in properly compact the furrow .slice.
IN NEW YORK CITY
Such deep plowing Is usually best acTou will find Hotel Cumberland, at spirit should receive the same graces complished by gradually Increasing
as those who were privileged to do so the
IJroadway and Fifty fourth
street.
depth, although there Is no great
near Central Park, an Ideal locaJon in person; and by the erection .of the damage done on ordinary soils by
In the retail shopping and theate: Stations of the Cross (or pictures rep- going down deeply at once.
There are
types of plows
district, with the subway, elevatec resenting the journey to Calvary) on the market certain
which have a tendency
and surface cars at hand. A hand- every Catholic church became a Jeru- to
thoroughly mix the soil from the
some, modern, beautifully furnished salem to all souls who there sought bottom and the top of the furrow
hotel with one of the best restau the graces and indulgenes of the Holy slice. Such plows can be used with
rants in the city, but moderate it City.
safety to plow as deep as desired and
Hens relish a feed of boiled pota
do it at once, observing the precautoes occasionally.
prices. Rooms with bath, $2.50 pet
tion given above,- viz., plowing a conThere is no better
for the in
day up. Send for booklet Harry F
NOTICE
OF STOCKHOLDERS'
siderable period prior to the planting cubator than a clean, placecellar.
dry
Stlmson, manager.
of crops.
MEETING
It Is an easy matter to chill a lot of
Plowing is best done when the sot", profit out of a hen this time of
There will be a meeting of the stockTHE EMPORIUM
year.
of
a
moisture
which
contains
degree
We are now now prepared to show holders of the Raton Mining and Mill- Is just
Young hens should be depended
to cause It to pulverize
right
our new spring novelties and millin- ing company at the office of the com- well when thrown out by the plow. upon for winter eggs.
ery and are placing on sale a beauti- pany in Raton, N. M., at 8 p. m. April If plowed In this condition deep notFowls for killing will be better for
having had food for from 10 to 12
plowing works no serious Injury on
ful line of flowers, sale commend 35 10, 1912.
a hours before butchering.
it
in
works
the
soil;
M.
fact,
R.
usually
WILLIAMS,
the
Monday
eleventh, losting three
As a layer the overfat hen Is about
benefit. Deep plowing when the soil
President R. M. & M. Co.
days only. Mrs. A. Standlsh, 524
as useless as the hen that is thin from
folIs
and
unless
very
dry
lumpy
F. R. WILLIAMS, Secretary.
Sixth street.
lowed by propitious rains, usually not getting enough to eat.
Hens do their best laying before
works injury.
are two years old. Hens more
SOLID LEATHER SHOES.
they
PURE STIMULANTS
two make the best sitters.
than
much
LAND
talked
THAT
but
DRY
FARM
BLOWS
in
Very
very little
Should be a part of the equipment
For successful work It is necessary
evidence except in case of high prices. of
stocked home.
every properly
to have good Incubators, good eggs
Yet in spite of the fact we have sucOur stock of whiskies Is pure and is Most Difficult Problem Perhaps Best and good, common-sens- e
management.
Solved by Heavy Listing Crosswise
ceeded in getting an excellent line of
A chicken will drink as much water,
unequaled for medicinal purposes.
Winds.
to
all leather shoes for boys that is
Prevailing
It Is particularly suited for family
proportionally, as a cow, and it Is
great In value for a little money. use. We carry a full line of excellent
quite as important that It should have
Much of the very best dry farming It.
Prices 9 to 13, $1.00; 13 to 2, $1.25; wines. Home
trade a specialty. The land is of such a loose nature
that it
2
to
weakness is the result of a lack
$1.50. For misses and chil.
Opera Bar, Charles Farley, proprietor. blows badly. Theoretically, clays hold of Leg
mineral elements in the 'ted. Green
dren at same prices.
more moisture than sands and sandy Teed and lime In some form are needHEDGCOCK'S.
loam, but the difficulty of maintaining ed.
Children are much more likely to a soil mulch allows so much escape of
Having dropping boards made of
DO YOU KNOW WHY
contract the contagious diseases when water by evaporation that this charac- matched lumber will save time and
The Lobby is such a popular meet- they have colds.
Whooping cough, teristic Is largely offset.
temper when It comes to cleaning
How to stop blowing has been the them.
ing place for men? The answer is diphtheria, scarlet fever and consumpeasy. It handles the best wines and tion are diseases that are often con most difficult problem, and is perhaps
It costs more to keep a poor hen
liquors for sale in Las Vegas and is tracted when the child has a cold. best solved by heaving listing cross- than It does to keep a good one. More
is
That
all
medical
authorities
winds.
the
Here
why
to
wise
prevailing
in a convenient location, on the corner
worry, more vexation, more dissatisay beware of colds. For the quick
theory and fact conflict, for it Is sfaction.
opposite the Santa Fe station. A big cure of colds you will find nothing bet again
there Is more surface exWherever cement floors are used
line of the best cigars in always In ter than Chamberlain's Cough Rem- evidenttorthat
evaporation on listed than short Utter should cover them several
posed
can
stock. Laubach & Benjamin, proprie- edy. It
always be depended up Sat ground and not only that, but the
inches deep. The bare floor Is too
on and is pleasant and safe to take.
tors.
bottom of the furrow has no soil mulch damp and cold.
For sale by all rugglsts.
until" the furrows crumble somewhat.
Keep the temperature of the egg
The "Child's Welfare" movement
The .fact, however, that the furrows chamber as near 103
Read
The
degrees as posOptic.
has challenged
taksnows
be
must
the attention of
catch the drifting
sible, and keep the Incubator away
thoughtful people everywhere. MothIn
en Into consideration, and
practice from the sunlight
ers are natural supporters, and will
there! will usually be a greater moisTo encourage duck eggs, which are
find in Foley's Honey and Tar Comture content In spring in furrowed so
PILLS
greatly In demand during the
pound a most valuable aid. Coughs CHICHESTER BRAND.
Is
that
which
than
left
A
level, winter
ground
and colds that unchecked lead to
months, the stock birds
JmImi Auk Tour Drsnlat for i
beside which it holds the better the
should be fed liberally.
croup, bronchitis and pneumonia yield
rills in Be ud ttola metallic
drifts
so
which
fine
soil
away
easily.
toirs. soM ith Blue Ribbon.
An occasional drink of water la
quickly to the healing and soothing
no ouer. Bar
wjrw. s Band continually breaks down under which ten drops of carbolic acid per
SrMS1"- qualities of Foley's Honey and Tar
ir cia.cires-TDIAMOND BRAND
a
and
far
SB
cultivation
weathering, making
O. O. Schaefer and Red
Compound.
Always Reliable
gallon have been mixed" Is a recomK known as Best. Si'rt.FILLS,
good rVU of It If it can be be retained. mended
Cross Drug Co.
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EYERYYVriERE
of disease.
prevent!
10-fo-
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WAS CHEERFUL AND RESIGNED
Entertaining Event Thai Dispells the
Blue With Which Algernon Was

A BEAUTIFUL

e

Bas-com- p

n

Poultry

5,

and

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.

d

ulace he will still consider as "home."
As an indication of the business
that is being done by the ilfelds at
the present time, it may be said that
there are seven carloads of merchandise awaiting unloading on the side
track today, consigned to the company. And that the Ilfeld building is
a marvel as regards fire protection
Is attested by the fact that the company gets a rate from the underwriters which Is lower than that given to
any other concern between Chicago
and Los Angeles, barring none. It is
an actual fact that there is not a
wholesale house between Kansas City
and the Pacific coast which is as
modern as the Ilfeld building here.
There is a house In Topeka, Kan.,
Is
which approaches It, but there
none in Denver, Pueblo or El Paso
which Is Its equal.
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it sah. 'Tain so bad,

it might be better," replied Alger

non impartially. "Any ol' t'lng de
gmd Lo'd likes suits me, sah."
"It Is pleasant to find you to re
nlgned and so cheerful," commented
Mr. Topfloor.
"T'ank you,"

I's right cheerful dig
ebenln'," replied Algernor with a broad
grin. "I's mighty blue las' night, bat
I s well now, t'ank de Lo'd. I had a
right pleasant aft'noon at a fr'en's
house, an' dat kin' cheer ma up. 'Wot
de Yaslon?' De 'casion was de fune'el
ob bis sister. Dere was mighty bit
doln's to cel'b'ate de 'vent, an' de
whole party so cheerful an' 'signed
like, I couldn' help bein' elebated up.
too. Yessar dat so, de half dollars an'
de quartahs de does count', t'ank you,
sah, t'ank yo! Mebbe yo' don' know,
sah,' pursued Algernon, cheerfully, as
Mr. Topfloor took out his latch key to
open his front dor, "dat de gas pipes
Is froze an dere aln' no dinners bein'
cooked in de 'par tm en's dis ebenln' f
wlf da
De gas man's confab'latln'
pipes now. He done brung his bag &
lnst'uments, an' I guess he gwlne operate on de dlfent meters, but ef he
Bay dere's any danger of a conflabgra-tio- n
in de house, I sut'ny will rimform
yo', sah." New York Press.
AS

A

BEGGAR

REMEMBERED

Remarkable Character Who Died In
1681 Left Bequest for Benefit
of Poor.

Gifts of clothing are being made In
many market towns and villages of
Surrey to the poor from a bequest
left for the purpose by Henry Smith,
or "Dog" Smith, as he was more generally called, having earned the sobriquet from the fact that he was
never seen without a dog at his heels.
This remarkable character llved
about two and a half centuries ago,
and was one of the beat known figures In Surrey. He was originally a
silversmith in the city of London?
and, prospering in business, acquired
estates in different parts of England.
Developing eccentricities as he grew
old, he adopted the life of a beggar.
His wanderings were confined almost
entirely to Surrey, and he is said tc
have begged his way through every
town and village in the country. At
his death in 1681 he left all bis
wealth to the market towns and p;
Ishes of Surrey, and the endowment
enabled each town to spend $250 and
each rlBege about $30 on tne
of clothing for Its poor.
was excluded
Mitcham, however,
from his benefactions, Smith's
8
planatlon being that on one occasion
the Inhabitants of Mitcham whipped
blm through the village as a common
vagrant London Chronicle.
pur-chas-

Danger of Gasolene Fumes.
In a letter to the News York Med
leal Journal Dr. T. D. Wi Plrickhey de
Clares that public warning should be
given in regard to danger from fumes
where gasolene Is burned and cites
the case of a man who waa found unconscious and near death after being for a short time in a small room
in which an automobile engine wae
running.
"Some time ago," he says, "I was
also called to see a plumber wbo
was rendered helpless and almost unconscious by fumes from his gasolene
torch. It appears that only a small
amount of the fumes is necessary to
cause helplessness and that there Is
little or no warning of danger In the
feeling of the one affected.
"Persons working alone in their
small private garages are in grave
danger when they let their engines
run for even a short time," says Dr.
Plnckney. "Chance alone saved the
men in the two cases I mention."
Reviving Old Mackintoshes.
Shabby old mackintoshes can be
made as good as new at home for a
small outlay, and by the exercise of a
Boll a
little care and patience.
little Unseed oil and udd to this about
20 drops of terebene (to be had at any
chemist's). While hot apply this mixture to the mackintosh with a brush.
Allow it about 48 hours to dry in, and
then wash the whole over with India
rubber solution dissolved in methy
lated spirits to the thickness of cream.
Leave this another two days to dry
and the mackintosh wiU be found to
have a smaath and hard surface, as
calculated to resist aU moisture as
when the coat was new. The same
process will, o fcourse, do for rain
oats, sponge bags and aU water-proo- f
sd things.

Measuring River Flows.
In its work of stream eaurlnEmeasuring the flow and volume of rivers by
methods the United
States geological survey
during the past fiscal year with 13
states, the states contributing over
$49,000 and the survey doing the work.
The geological survey also
In this, work With the reclamation service, the office of Indian affairs and
the forest service. Ninety-sigauging
stations were maintained In
tion with the reclamation service, 18
In
with the Indian office
and 194 In
with the forest service on streams draining na'
tional forests. In all 1,106 gauging;
stations were in operation at the close
of the last fiscal year.
x
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quent speaker as well as a finished
legislator and can be expected to be
beard frequently in the debates of the
senate when he assumes his seat. The
sentiment In favor of Mills and Fall
prevails throughout the state and
New Mexico fully expects this sentiment to be crystallised by the action
of the first state legislature.
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two gentlemen and which are responthrough the United States Malls
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their selection.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Former Governor Mills is a man
DAILY, BY CARRIER:
He has adof keen judicial mind.
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Fourth judicial district and as chief
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duties.
Assumed his gubernatorial
And his popularity was the result of
his able and fair administration.
Judge Fall is one of the really bis
men of New Mexico. It is proper that
his name and that of former Governor Mills be mentioned together as
candidates for the highest office in
the bestowal of the people of the new
state. Judge Fall is a progressive
of the type approved by the people.
He is aggressive and a stalwart fighter for what he believes is right.
fearless he is, nevertheless, a
man of cool judgment. His judicial
training has been excellent and he
knows the law as only the keenest
and best read lawyer can know It
Judge Fall has a long and honorable record in the public service of
New Mexico. He was elected to the
y
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Advertisers are guaranteed the
tersest dally and weekly circulation
of any newspaper in Northwestern
'"ow Mexico.
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REBEL GENERAL FEARS HE WILL
TO COMPLETE
BE UNABLE
TORREON CAMPAIGN.
El Paso, March 11. News from Chihuahua is that the advancing army
of rebels is meeting with so much
opposition from burned bridges, that
General Orozco is beginning to fear
he will not be able to bring his army
to Torreon for attack until after the
heavy federal garrison, now arriving
there, has beeu able to crush the rebels in the Laguna district, from whom
Orozco has been expecting to get reinforcements on arrival near Torreon.
Colonel Antonio Rojas and command
from Juarez, reached Chihuahua today, making the total garrison about
1400 men, with 800 aready south on
trains, acting as a pioneer detachment
open up the railroads.
The federals pronnse resistance at
Santa Rosalia and Jimenez, where
though small in numbers, they are
well fortified. Federal commands are
being recruited and mobilized near
Ojinaga northeast of Chihuahua, it is
declared, with a view to marching on
Chihuahua when Orozco's army withdraws to the south. Federals are
also expected from Sonora to attack
Chihuahua when the rebel garrison is
reduced.

o

not been reported.
The rebel forces, routed by the rural
guards and forced to tiee from Gomez
Palacio on March 9, concentrated on a
ranch in the vicinity for a fresh attack, but a column of cavalry, infantry and artillery under command of
General Trucy Aubert, which had just
arrived from Torreon, attacked them
on the plain of San Ignacio. The
rapid fire guns of General Trucy
force created great havoc in
their ranks and caused them to take
to flight in a panic, leaving a large
quantity of arms and provisions on
the field. Three trains of provisions
left Monterey yesterday for Torreon.

THE TWO SENATORS
Today, at 1? o'clock noon, the first
Ufr.-- c eft tii .i s4te of Now Max- convened at Santa Fe. This body
lias unusually important work before
nd among the many subjects that
come up for consideration will
ie the election of two United States
senators. Balloting for senators must
"begin within ten days from today and
it is our earnest hope tha; the entire question will be settled on the

first

Au-bert-'s

FORMER

GOVERNOR

WILLIAM J. MILLS.

jtttut' baJtot.

There are several avowed canui-Hte- s
for the two senatorial peats.
W. J. Mills, A. B. Fall, T. B. Catron,
W. H. Andrews and O. A. Larrazolo
are active candidates and it is suspected that there many more M'ho
are in a receptive mood.
This paier wants to see the legislature elect the two best men to
these positions and, in our jud&ment.
It is not a difficult matter to docide
who the best men are. William J.
Mills, of San Miguel county, and
B. Fall, of Otero county, com-iin- e
desirability and availability in a
mnch higher degree than any other
two men who have been mentioned.
Koth have resided in New Mexico for
a long term of years and both are
intimately acquainted with the people
of the state and their needs. Both
have had large and successful experience with public and business affairs.
ludge Mills is from the northern part
of the state and Judge Fall is from
the southern part. Their election
would not tend in any degree to
weaken the party by adding another
reason for the people to manifest a
lack of confidence in us, as would
snrely be the result if the election
of some of the others should be
be brought about
From the standpoint of the best
welfare of the entire state and from
the standpoint of the welfare of the
republican party the most important
task before the present legislature is
the election of the two senators. The
various candidates should be carefully considered by every member of
laoth houses. If this is done we have
no doubt but that the resnlt will be
the only correct one William J.
Mills and Albert B. Fall.
Al-iie- rt

administration of the territorial re
gime he made an enviable record.
During his incumbency as governor
Mr. Mills displayed an ability as a
statesman that places him foremost
among prominent men of affairs in
New Mexico throughout the history
Be was a valiant
of the territory.
worker for statehood and his presence
in Washington did much to hasten the
admission of New Mexico to
the
Union.
Mills so
Former Governor
wisely conducted the affairs of his office and was so just and fair to all
with whom he came officially into
contact that his iiopularity was state
wide. He has today as many friends
among the democrats of the Peco3
valley as among the republicans of
other parts of the state. He went out
of office just as popular as when he

lower house of the territorial legislature in 1890. For several succeeding
terms he was elected to the territorial council. In 1893 Judge Fall was
apopinted associate justice of the territorial supreme, court, a capacity in
which he served honorably and with
great credit to himself for two years,

senate. Judge
until he
Fall has served twice as attorney general for New Mexico. He was a member of the contsitutional convention
which drew up the fundamental law
for the state of New Mexico.
Judge Fall, it will be seen from
his record, has every qualification for
membership in the United States senate. In the higher branch of the government's legislative body he would
speedily prove a figure of national interest and importance. He is an aid
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FOR THIS WEEK
We have a large assortment of delicatessen In the following lines: Liver
REMEMBER

'
sausage, ring sausage, wiener and
frankfurters, Blue Point oysters in the
shell, shad roe, Spanish mackerel,
Holland herring, shelled almonds, Pimento cheese and peanut butter. To
arrive, mustard greens, long onions
turnips and carrots, California head
lettuce and California parslev. Telephone Main 8. the 5, 10 and 2." Cent
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B. FALL.
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SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
EMPRESS Flour

OF
COMPILED
OF 1897 TO BE CONSIDERED AT SANTA FE

The Rebels Lost Heavily.
Mexico City, Marh 11. Rebels lost
150 men in a battle near Gomez Pala-cion March 9, according to a special
dispatch from Torreon via San Pedro,
received by the Imparcial today. The
federal casualties in the fighting have

..V

TO MEET MARCH

REVISION

i

LL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME

BAR ASSOCIATION

No Marines to Be ent.
Washington, March 11. it was stated positively at the state and navy
departments today that no call had
come from Ambassador Wilson for
American marines to guard the legation in the City of Mexico, nor is any
such call anticipated.
Theoretically there would be no ob
stacles to the dispath of marines to
form a legation guard in me City of
Mexico provided a state of absolute
anarchy prevailed .that threatened the
lives of Americans domicile there.
But such action would not be taken in
the ordinary course unless the titular
government confessed its inability to
afford protection to foreigners.
State department dispatches today
indicated that law abiding citizens, in
eluding foreigners in Mexico had been
urged to arm and organize themselves.
It is pointed out that there is a large
ly disorderly element in Mexico City
to commit acts of vandalism if the
capital should be threatened by the
insurgents, necessitating the federal
troops leaving the city to engage the
rebels.
Many large shipments of arms continue to cross the Mexican border
from the United States, according to
dispatches to the war department from
officers along the line. While it is
not doubted that these arms are for
the use of rebels going through the
custom house at Juarez as they do,
the army officials an not seize them
beause they are going in the "regular
channels of commerce."
A
continued
serious
condition
around Torreon. Advices coming into
Durango by courier from Torreon
the place entirely Isolated, with
several thousand revolutionists in the
city and food supplies almost exhausted Durango seems to be the only
spot in the state of that name which
is not overrun with anarchy.

STA-TUTE-

Albuquerque, N. M., March 11.
Perhaps the most Important meeting
in the history of the New Mexico Bar
association will be held in Santa Fe
March 14. The call for the meeting
was issued by Nellie C. Brewer, secretary of the association. President J.
M. Hervey of Roswell will arrive in
Albuquerque on March 13 and confer
wth the Bernalillo County Bar asso
ciation on matters which will be
brought to the attention of the state
association. The' chief order of business to be considered at the meeting
in Santa Fe will be the report of the
revision committee appointed many
months ago to effect a revision of the
compiled laws of 1897 and the statutes
that have been added by subsequent
legislatures down to 1907. The com
mittee has been working industriously for a long time getting together
a revision, which will probably be
formally adopted at the meeting of
the association in Santa Fe and re
spectfully referred to the New Mexico legislature for consideration. The
revision committee is composed of
the following attorneys of the state:
J. M. Hervey, A. B. McMillen, G. W.
Prichard, Summers Burkhart, T. B.
Catron, B. A. Mann, Charles A.
Spless, J. F. Bonham, H. J. Collins,
A. T. Rogers, Jr., F. W. Parker, W.
C. Reid, F. E. Wood, S. B. Davis, Jr.,
Charles Springer, M. C. Mechem, J.
G. Fitch, John E. Griffith, A. B. Rene-haFrancis S. Wilson,
Frank W.
The entire committee was
Clancy.
dividedl into
each
certain
considering
statutes
which it is
planned to revise.
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Flour that makes Baking a Delight.

-MILLED

GROCERS

FOR
SALE

Try a Sack You'll Like it.

BY

TRY AN AD. IN THu:

OPTIC'S

$1,050

IpTiEr

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR

COAL

STRIKE EXPECTED
OVERLAND MODEL 59

ENGLAND, GERMANY AND UNITED
STATES ARE FACING CRITICAL SITUATIONS
New York, March 11. A world wide
strike of coal miners is regarded by
the ccal trade as more than a livelihood If the present negotiations now
in progress between the anthracite
and bituminous workers and their
employers in this country do not result in a settlement of working conditions.
With more than a million coal miners on strike in Great Britain and
150,000 miners in Germany voting to
quit work to force higher wages, a
severe coal shortage in Europe is fae
ed. The anthracite coal operators are
drafting their reply to the hard coal
workers here for presentation to the
miners Wednesday, while next week
at Cleveland the bituminous operat
ors and their employes will confer for
the purpose of trying to bring about
an adjustment of conditions in the
soft coal fields. Meanwhile, coal ie
being loaded on the Atlantic seaboard
for South American and European
lKJrts usually
supplied by English
firms.

French Miners Make Demonstration
s
Paris, March 11. About
of the coal miners of France have responded to the appeal of the General
Miners' Federation to strike for 24
hours. This action of the miners is
not directed against the mine owners,
but is designed to show to the government the "solidarity" of the mln- two-third-

R

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas Automobile
Prune Main 344.

&

Machine

Whalen,

&

Co'

Fowler Props.

ers and as a warning to parliament
Pressure of traffic on the street
that the miners are not satisfiedd cars and ombnibus lines in London as
with the working men's old age pen- a result of the restriction of the subsion laws.
urban train service, has become so
great that the authorities have given
Many Working in Germany
permission to people to stand up in
Essen, Germany, March 11. Offi- the vehicles, the rule against which
cial figures relating to a part of the in normal times .is rigidly
enforced,
mines in this district show that of infraction of it being severely punish170,868 miners employed there 11,2109 ed.
or 65 per cent have continued at
The strike shows little sign of setwork. The strike is fairly general tlement. Besides the miners, another
in eastern Westphalia, but in western million workers, men and women emWestphalia a majority of the men ployed in factories and mills in all
continue at work. The
parts of Great Britain hay
been
are not being molested.
thrown out of employment because of
the imposisbility of obtaining fuel to
London is Out of Coal
run the machinery.
London, March 11. For the rapidly
The government has always been
dwindling stocks of coal on hand in trying to bring the miners and the
North Wales, an advance in price from coal owners
together, But has not yet
75 to 100 per cent has been demandsucceeded and it is thought probable
ed today, and this fact has necessi- that as a final measure a minimum
tated the closing of practically every wages bill for miners will have to be
factory and quarry in that part of the introduced in thfe house of commons.
country. In other portions of the United Kingdom conditions are almost
as bad.
Read The Optic.
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Smart Showing of Boy's Suits
NEWEST STYLES FOR SPRING

The Maker's Guarantee

1912

on Each Suit.

THESE SUITS PLEASE.

$2.75 to $8.50
'The

IT IS NOT STRANGE
strange that so many peo

It is not
pie eat at
restaurant
of fare is

Kate Wright's Montezuma
on Center street The hill
generous and the price is
cents for regular meals
25
cheap,
Many people wonder how It is pos
sible to serve such e ce'leut meals so
cheaply.

retail value,

We porch Med several carload of this beautiful dinner-ware- ,
and oar
enabled the manufacturer to
larm parchwe
ua an eiclnalve design
ana a very low price, We are charging partgive
of the cost to "advertising
ask yoo to pay a percentage of the actual coat of the
and
expense."
set. It la of aonly
beautlfnl "Cosmos" design and cannot be duplicated in
quality for lea than Ui In any retail china store. It is guaranteed by both
the manufacturer and ourselves.
There Is a coupon In every sack of LARABEB'S Flour. Send us Ave
coupons and $3.90 in cash, draft, postal or expreaa money order, and we will
send you one of these beautlfnl seta by freight. Address coupons and remittance to The China Department of the Larabee Flour Milts Company,
Hutchinson, Kansas. Be sure to write your name and address plainly.
The coupona In LARABEE'S Floor are also good for Rogers' Silverware
and other valuable premiums. Aek for descriptive
circular.
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The Prescriptionist

Manuel Msrtlner went to Santa Fe
yesterday on business.
Frank Springer left last night on
train No. 2 for Fort Madison, la.
Mrs. Ida E. Connett left this afternoon on train No. 10 for Chillicothe,

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
our
prescription leaving
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. Tou may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

DRUG

WINTERS

Phone Main

r

Ohio.
E. H. Bass came in yesterday afternoon from his home in Wagon Mound
on business.
Secundino Romero returned Iaqt
night from Santa Fe, after attending
the republican state convention in the

CO.

&

FANCY LACE

COLLARS
AND

JABOTS
LATEST NOVELTIES IN
BELTS,
.

HANDBAGS,

SHIRTWAIST SETS,
LINK CUFF BUTTONS.

Hoffman

&

Capital City.
Mrs. Harry Wrright and bou who
have been in Las Vegas for some
time, left Saturday night for their
home in Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. William E. Inglis arrived Saturday night from their home
In Verraejo Park, and were visitors
in Las Vegas yesterday and today.
Mrs. John A. Roach, who has been
in Las Vegas ahort time visiting her
sister, Mrs. Secudino Romero, left
this afternoon for her heme in Amar- illo, Texas.
Mrs. F. H. Pierce and son, Frederick, accompanied by Mrs. Dotvald
sister, arrived
Tyler, Mrs. Pierce's
Saturday nisht on train No. 9 from
Owensboro, Ky.
Sheriff Roman Gallegos and County
Clerk Lorenzo Delgado returned Saturday night on the California Limited
from Santa Fe. They were delegates
to the republican state convention.
Frank Burr, vice president of tae
Boston arid Maine railroad, passed
through Ias Vegas this afternoon in
his private car on train No. 1.
from Boston to Ixs Angeles.
Mrs. Barr and daughter are accompanying Mr. Barr on his trip to the
Pacific coast.
Rev. Mr. Pulian, associaton evangelist of the Baptist church, was in
Las Vegas yesterday and occupied the
pulpit of the First Baptist church at
the morining services. Dr. Pulian
lives in Tucumcari and left for that
place yesterday afternoon on train
No. 10.
Dr. Ji M. Cunningham and H. W.

Graubarth.

Kelly returned Saturday night from
Sartja Fe,- where they had been attending the republican state convention. Dr. Cunningham will represent
the Fourth district in the state delegation to the republican national con
vention at Chicago in June.
A. J. Cheslck and A. Arthur
of
Milwaukee, who have been in l.as Vegas several days on business, returned to Wisconsin yeiSterday. Mr.
Cheslck and Mr. Arthur own 4,000
acres of land at Petersburg and were
in Las Vegas looking over their holdings. They expect to return to Las
Vegas in the early summer and will
start a mule ranch on their land. They
will also start the cultivation of certain grains and will make general improvements on the property.

PHONE MAIN 104
Always Something New.

State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
ss.
, Lucas County,
Iank J. Cheney makes oath
that he is senior partner of the firm
of P. J. Cheney & Co., doing business
in the City of Toledo, County and
State aforesaid, and that said firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each anil every case of
Catarrh that cannot be cured by the
use of HALL'S CATARRH LURE
PRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON.
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter- HARD ON MRS. PACKER, TOO
nally and acts directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the Little Mistake In Matter of Tickets
svstem. Send for testimonials free.
Causes No End of AnnoyP. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
ance.
75c.
Sold by all druggists,
Take Hall's Family Pills for
Blueberry was a small and unimportant rural railroad station, and the
SPAT ON THE FLAG
post of ticket agent was held by Mrs.
New York, March 11 Felix Adolfe Nancy Dlpple, an energetic
woman
was held in $1000 bail for trial by a who lived near the tracks.' Travel to
havRrooklyn magistrate today charged and from the town was light, and
with a misdemeanor n inat he spat ing little use for a separate office, Mrs.
sold railroad tickets', when they
upon and trampled under foot an Dlpple
were called for, at her own house,
American flag while addressing a where she kept her stock for safety
gathering of Anarchists in the Wil- in a bureau drawer.
liamsburg section of Brooklyn last
Besides selling tickets, Mrs. Dipple
night. Emma Goldman was one of "did for" a houseful of boarders and
the speakers at the meeting. The a shiftless husband. A ticket for
one day when the
meeting had been called to protest town being required
with the
the attitude of the state authorities in agent's hands were occupied
of biscuit dough, Mrs. Dipple
mixing
strike.
the LawTence
requested her husband to act as her
representative, and he obligingly comA little later he appeared in
DO YOU BELIEVE IN THE FUTURE plied.
with a troubled brow1.
kitchen
the
OF LAS VEGAS?
he asked, anxiously, "was
"Nancy,"
If you do you will want to take a any of the town tickets blue 7"
chance on two good business lots that
"No all red" said Nancy.
can be bought now for
"Well," Mr. Dipple rubbed his head
with a disturbed look, "I sold Mrs.
$1200 00
These lots will double in value as Packer a blue ticket, an' then after
wards I noticed some red tickets in
soon as things begin to move. Buy
the drawer, an' "
them now for $1200.00.
"Forevermore!" Mrs. Dipple broke
AGENCY
&
THE INVESTMENT
out & great vexation. "Did I ever see
CORPORATION, George A.;Flemiiif , the tike I You've ' gone and sold her
one o my milk tickets, the last on
Manager.
I
had, you careless critter, and now
the train's gone and we can't get It
SPECIAL SALE
back! And milk's so dear, too!"
on flowers all next week, half price.
Youth's Companion.
Mrs. L. P. Wright.

wil)'w',m',,;
Cafe De Luxe
...The Bes- tSHORT ORDERS
and
REGULAR DINNERS

1 HEPNER&

BARNES, Props.
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Modern Appliances for Whaling.
The use of the modern whaling canand
non in place of the

more picturesque hand harpoon has
been familiar for a good many years,
but it Is probably not widely known
that another modern invention has
been pressed into service. Compressed
air Is now pumped into the whale's
carcass until it resembles a toy balloon, and the hole filled with oakum,
so that the whaler may set the carcass, afloat with a buoy to mark it,
without danger of its sinking.
In this way time can be saved in
starting on the pursuit of other whales
which ay be In sight

OFFICERS

ARMY

VISIT RIFLE
RANGE
WHILE THIS

CITY

IS

FAVORED

FOR ENCAMPMENT

NOTHING
WAS PROMISED.

For the purpose of inspecting the
rifle range and camping grounds
miles northwest of Las Vegas,
with the view of selecting a site for
general mobilization and joint maneuver grounds, Brigadier General Ramsey D. Potts, commander of the central division of tne United States
army, accompanied by Captain H. L.
Laubach, Lieutenant A. H Carter,
members of his staff, and Adjutant
General A. S. Mrookg of the New Mexico national guard, was in Las Vegas
yesterday. In the morning, with Lieutenant Nelson- Robbins of company
H., the officers made a trip to the
proposed
maneuvering grounds, af
which time all of the advantages and
possibilities of the Las Vegas site
were pointed out.
A visit was made to the rffle range,
which from the nature of the surrounding country, is one of the best
in the southwest. The parade and
camp ground used during the past national guard incampments were visited and the water system which supplies fresh running water in each company camp was shown to the officers.
The nearness of the railroad, an advantage in hauling supplies, as was
also the general lay of the ground,
which affords an ideal site for cavalry,
infantry and artillery maneuvers, was
called to the attention of General
Potts and other members of the party.
During his visit to ine proposed
camps General Potts was
but, nevertheless, seemed pleased
with the site offered. Later, to a representative of The Optic General
Potts stated that the grounds presented to him were satisfactory and would
make an excellent site for all maneuvers and a good place for the mobilization of large bodies in the time
of war. Further than that he made
no statement and did not compare the
camp with others visited during his
trip through the southern part of the
state.
General Potts and the two officers
of his staff, acompanied iy General
Brookes, came In from Albuquerque
Saturday night. In i he Duke City they
were shown three proposed sites. One
of these pleased the army officers,
but had the disadvantage of being
three miles away from the railroad
and the lay of the ground is none too
good for infantry maneuvers, though
it is fine for cavalry. General Potts
and his staff have been on a trip
through the middle south, having traveled from the Windy City to New
Orleans, El Paso and then north to
Albuquerque and Las Veas.
General Potts stated that this trip
was solely for the purpose of inspecting maneuvering grounds and though
many were of the opinion that he visited El Paso to get an insight into the
Mexican situation, this was not the
case.
General Potts and the two members
of his staff, Captain Laubach and Lieutenant Carter, left yesterday afternoon
on train No. 10 for Chicago, the headquarters of the central division.
There seems to be nQ reason why

state
three

BBY

CAN GUARANTg?-

MONDAY, MARCH

Las Yegas should not be the choice

for a permanent camp for the joint
maneuvers of the militia and regulars
and for mobilization of troops as It
presents many advantages. The climate here Is ideal for such a gather
ing and the fine mountain water is
one thing seldom found combined with
other Ideal conditions for a campinu
ground. One of the strongest points
is the natural lav of the surrounding
country, which presents great possibilities for general army maneuvers.
Then there is the rifle range, the
proximity to the railroad and a number of other advantages which go to
make up an ideal maneuvering ground
and mobilization point.
It Is to be regretted that the Commercial club wasn't --on tne job." This
organization received notice several
weeks ago that these officers would
visit Las Vegas and yet not a single
representative of the city or i.he club
was on hand to greet them as they
stepiied off the train. There was no
one to explain the advantages of Las
Veeas for the nronosed camp. In fact
no notice of the fact that they were
in the city was made by this organ
ization. No one except Lieutenant
Robbins, who represented company H,
aeomnanied General rotts and the
other officers to the state national
ruard camn. Mnnv courtesies were
extended by representatives of commercial clubs and such organizations
on behalf of Alhunuernue and the
other cities who desire to get the encampment. The officers yesterday
could not but get the impression that
the business interests of the city do
not want the encampment here. It
is a fact, however, that Las Vegas
wants the encampment. It was stated
today that the officers failed to name
the date of heir visl here. Otherwise
an effort to entertain them would
have been made.

IN OUR OPTICAL DEPARTMENT
We are fully equipped to Test Eves, Grind
Lenses Either to Oculists' Prescription or
to Match a Broken Lense, fit and Repair
Frames and Mounting.
You will Save Time.by Having Your Work
Done in Las Vegas.
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INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las

Vegas

'

Savings Bank

Capital Stock, $30,000.00

re-Jr-

Office

with the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly
D. T. Hoskins

President
Vice President
Treasurer

Interest Pa.id on Deposits
Backache Almost Unbearable
Is an almost certain result of kidney
trouble. D. Toomey, 803 E. Olive St.,
"I suffered
Bloomington, 111., says:
with backache and pains in my kidneys which were almost unbearable.
I gave Foley Kidney Pills a good trial,
and they done wonders for me. Today I can do a hard day's work and
not feel the effects." O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.
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The power behind the dougfi must be quick and positive in action
it must produce certain, satisfactory results and yet be pure
and wholesome. K C Baking Powder is the scientific
of all these desirable qualities. Hundreds of thousands
of good housewives know that K C has made bake-da- y
a pleas
ure, and we ask you for your own sake to try K C Baking
Powder at least once. Guaranteed pure under all pure food
laws. Your grocer will return vour money if yon are
not pleased. It will solve your bake-da- y
2T
problems, w
com-binati-

How to get the Cook's Book Free
The K C Cook's Book, containing 90 tested,
e
recites, sent free uton
receipt of the colored certificate packed in the 25 cent
easily-mad-

--

Ciena

u today.

Mfg. Co..

CM;

IMPLEMENTS

THE RRnWNF

$100,000.00

Will Try to Outlive All Others.
The oldest member of Parliament in
the world, the Hungarian deputy, M
Joseph Madarasz, who is now in his
ninety-nint-h
year, issues a denial of
the statement that he is about to e
into private life. M. Madarasz
says that he means to retain his mandate till he has completed his one hundredth year, if not longer. He carries
a list of all the centenarians in the
world constantly with him, and marks
them off as they die.. He is determined to outlive them all, and some
day to have the distinction of being
the oldest man in the world.

WAGONS

EMERSON
McCORMICK
hill Line of

i

Lapital Paid in

Thomas Jackson for breaking into a
Santa Fe freight car at Wagon Mound
on December 26. After the robbery
no trace could be found of the man,
but he later was arrested in Albuquerque and is now nearing the end
of a 60 days' sentence for vagrancy.
He will be taken into custody at the
time of his release in the Duke City
and will be taken to Wagon Mound
to face the charge of breaking into
a freight car.

AND OPTICIAN.

JEWELER

H

Masterpiece

A complaint has been filed in the
office of District Attorney Charles W.
G. Ward by Special Officer Charles
D. Stewart against Henry Brown alias

the dough

tu,
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of the war department as the location

Power
behind

can.
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WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED GOODS
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his product, but has put his personality and reputation behind his

statements.

He can be trusted because his very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not'only aTprotection to the trade name, but it
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised
goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

It

Always Pays to Buy Advertised Goods

LAS VEQAS DAILY OPTIC MONDAY. MARCH 11. 1012.
How Cold Causes Kidney Disease
Partly by driving blood from the
surface and congesting the kidneys,
and partly by throwing too much work
them. Foley Kidney Pills
upon
strengthen the kidneys, give tone to
the urinary organs and restore the
normal action of the bladder. They
are tonic in action, quick in results,
try them. O. Q. Schaefer and Red

ono day bo went after the
nail and did not come back.
Mrs. Stebblns had the whole town
ut searching for him. She west as
the looked On closet shelves and up
Tees and In other impossible plaoes
nd aald that nobody could know
iow her heart bled at the Idea that
larling old Uncle Horace might be In

Ths

Caring for
Uncle Horace
Uncle Horace wu over sixty and
IBiscouragingly rich.
There la a point where one's income
becomes ao great that people paaa
from common, ordinarily covetous
envy to a resignedly helpless state of
mind. They write down the figures of
that income, stare at them and then
There ain't no
Bay: "Oh, shucks!
such Income!" That was the delightful kind of income Uncle Horace had.
Mrs. Btebblns and Mrs. Cromp, his
two nieces, were so devoted to him
aad said they counted it such a Joy
to have the dear old man's presence
glorify their homes that they lost
good Bleep planning how to entice him
away from each other.
Moreover, each was firmly convinced that llie other was a designing
person.
Since he had come to stay with
Mrs. Stebbina for a few months she
had felt that something was wrong
with Undo Horace. If . it had not
been for his income Uncle Horace
Would have been a small, insignificant
Individual with pale eyes and an unpleasant habit of wanting the best
chair, and of Bitting in the next room
and coughing when his niece had callers. Under the circumstances he was
a reserved, original man with ideas of
iiis own, which his relatives delighted
iu humor.
What worried Mrs. Stebblns especially was Uncle Horace's air of abstraction and his unwonted helpfulness. Usually he was under feet, investigating everything that went on
and getting In the way tremendously.
Dn these occasions Mrs. Stebblns was
Wont to say, through her teeth, that
It was perfectly wonderful the way
Uncle Robert kept up.

Cross Drug Co.

errlble danger that very moment

The Stebblns family and most of
:he town stayed up all night searchThen the next morning a note
ing.
that explained everything came from
Uncle Horace.

"I went away to get married," he
wrote in his crabbed hand. "I have
been corresponding for some time
with a most estimable widow of forty-fivwho wants to make a home for
me in my old age. She has four chil-ireand we will all come to visit
you Boon, for I know you will be as
fond of Sally and the children as you
we of me."
They revived Mrs. Stebblns three
times before she quit fainting. Then
she remembered that Mrs. Cromp was
Lit Just as hard as she was and that
made her feel better.
"It serves that designing,
woman exactly right!" she told
the neighbors. "Pretending to care
about the doddering, foolish, tiresome
As for me, I took him In
old man!
because I felt It was my duty!"
e,

g

She said she would feel perfectly
terrible If anything like that happened to the dear old man while he
was under her care.
She said she
lever would be able to forgive her-lel- f,
never!
"Mebbe It's rheumatism," Stebbina
Mtrjtested, hopefully. "That Is liable
iake a man do almost anything!"
Don't you want some more blank-o- n
your bed. Uncle Horace?" his
e asked him nfter this suggestion.
"
p you perfectly comfortable?"
'"hank you, Tilda, I'm perfectly
d
ortable," Uncle Horace had
"1 gueam I'Jl go after the

Barnegat,
severe la

"I would
grippe cough. He says:
be completely exhausted after each
fit of violent coughing. I bought a
bottle of Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and before I had taken It all

the coughing spells had entirely

ceas-

It can't be beat' O. Q. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
ed.

CANNOT SUCCEED
Mrs. Housewife, in making good pies
or other good things unless you have
good lard. The Las Vegas Mercantile
YOU

SPRING IS COMING
Mrs. Wallls, the milliner, has received an advance showing of spring
styles in millinery. The designs are
beautiful and modish. Now is the

time to have your hats remodeled for
spring. Mrs Wallls is prepared to
do such work quickly and satisfactor
ily at her store on Sixth street.
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
A. E. Spriggs, Stanley, N. M., Feb. 24,

Jill My face Is my fortune.
Jack Then no one can ever say
married you for your money.

1912.
To-wi- t:

One blak horse,

20

years

old, 600 lbs., 14 hands.

Branded
MS
On left shoulder
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 28, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18, '12

III

re-Le-

This was really a double blow, for
Uncle Horace normally was not polite, and he always wanted anything
that was offered him. no matter what
It was, and also it was a long walk to
the post office.
Mrs. Stebbins had begged him to let
tittle Johnny go and save his own

R. Q. Collins, postmaster,
N. J., was troubled with a

company has a large supply of pure,
home rendered lard. This cannot be
beat for quality. Try it and your
cooking that requires shortening will
be excellent.

WHAT DID HE MEAN?

This time he paid no attention to
what was going on In the house, but
Would alt dee) In meditation or stare
But of the window.
Mrs. Stebblns'
Brst fear was that he was losing his
mind.

C. A. Glossner, 24 Ontario St., Rochester, N. Y., has recovered from a
long and severe attack of kidney trouble, his cure being due to Poley KidAfter detailing his case,
ney Pills.
he says: "I am only sorry I did not
learn sooner of Foley Kidney Pills.
In a few days' time my
backache
completely left me and I felt greatly
improved. My kidneys became stronger, dizzy spells left me and I was
no longer annoyed at night
I feel
100 per cent better since
using Foley
Kidney Pills." O. G. Schaefer
and
Red Cross Drug Co.

IN PAPr3
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Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was token up by
Felipe VsJdes, Lumberton, N. M., Feb.

THE OPTIC

.,,

rw

Z

BH

A

To-wl- t:

T A L

8

T

A N

BEST GOODS

OBTAINABLE

AND

BUSINESS

Utt

AND

DINNERS

ALWAYS

HANDLED

23, 1912.
To-wi-

One sorrel stallion

4ft

ft

WANT

high.

Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 28, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
RATES FOR CLASSIFIED ADVERCATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
TISEMENTS
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. March 7. last pub. Mar. 18, '12
Five cento per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
Estray Advertisement
No ad to occupy leas space than two
Notice is hereby given to whom it
line. All advertisements
charged
may concern that the following dewill be booked at apace actually set,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
without regard to number of words.
M. G. Keenan,
Springer, N. M., March Cash In advance
preferred.
5, 1912.

i

Heessessse

COLUMN

One bay mare, 8 or 10
years, 750 lbs., 12 hands.
Branded
On left shoulder
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 28, 1912, said date being
OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN '2.
10 days after last appearance of this
advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
GIRL WANTED One that is steady
Albuquerque, N. M.
and not afraid of work. None other
1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18, '12
need apply. Potter's Candy Store.
Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom it WANTED Position by American girl,
doing general housework. Refermay concern that the following de
ences furnished. 518 6th st.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
U. G. McCall, Las Cruces, N. M., FebWANTED Position as stenographer
ruary 23, 1912.
and bookkeeper by young lady of
t:
One sorrel horse, 12 years,
750 lbs.. 14
experience. Address 2070 American
hands.
avenue, Long Beach, Calif.
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before March 28, 1912, said date being
10 days after last appearance of this FOR RENT 3 rooms for housekeepadvertisement said estray will be sold
ing, bath and toilet. Call at Optic.
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
room, ground floor, modern; reasonable. 808 Main street.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18, '12
FOR RENT Modern five room house.
Estray Advertisement
Inquire 825 Third street
Notice is hereby given to whom it
may concern that the following de- FOR RENT 5 room house on
hill,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
electric lights, good location, rent
W. W. Wesley, Schroeeder, N. M.,
cheap. Phone Purple 5301 or WestFebruary 28, 1912.
ern Union Telegraph company.
One bay mare, 18 years
700 lbs., 12 hands.
FOR RENT 2 room furnished house.
Branded
mmm
921 Lincoln avenue.
On left shoulder
gfcl
Branded
On left hip
UU
Said animal being unknown to this
FOR SALE A good Cypheris incubaBoard, unless claimed by owner on or
tor, 240 eggs capacity. Also good
before March 28, 1912, said date being
cream
separator. Ackerman Dairy,
10 days after last appearance of this
124 Commerce street
be
sold
will
advertisement, said estray
by this Board for the benefit of the
FOR SALE Good team of mares in
owner when found.
foal, suitable for all kinds of farm
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
work, or will trade for cattle. .T. A.
Albuquerque, N. M,
Raycroft, Watrous, N. M.
1st pub. March 7, laat pub. Mar. 18. '12
To-wi- t:

AW

FP

Wanted

SOCIETY
CHAPMAN

LODGE
A.

For Rent

To-wl- t:

For Sale

NO.

Z,

A.

DIRECTORY
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KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
'tO. B04.- - .!eet
oocu&d Ud tOWU
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Piones
and

F.

M.

com-

Regular
munication first
third Thursday in sack
building, visiting members are car
month. Visiting brothlially invited. W. R. Tipton, G. K.J
E. P. Mackfl, F. 8.
ers cordially invited.
N. O. Herman, W. M.; D. R. Murray,
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Secretary.
Meet In the forest of brotherly
love
at Woodmen of the Worlf
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
hall, on the second and fourth FriKNIGHTS TEMPLAR
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Claj
conclave second Tues-Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. VisaMaday in each month at
ing neighbors are especially welsonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D.
come and cordially invited.
Boucher, 8. C; Chas. Tamme. Re
oorder.
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tuesday evenings each month, at WoodLA8 VEGAS CHAPTER No. 3, ROYAL
man hall. Visiting Brothers
convoca- ARCH PMSONS-nRegUj- lar
invited to attend. A. M.
first Monday in each
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, "Seat Masonic Tern
Reg-J&ui-

cor-diall- y

Otion

at

7:30 p. m.
EL P.;
Secretary.

M. R.
P. A.

cretary.

DENTISTS.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND

,

Dentist

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Suit 4, Crockett Building. Has pboas
S. Meets first and third Fridays in
' at office and residence.
Masonic Temple. Mrs. T. B. Bowen,
Worthy Matron; James O. Rutledge
ATTORNEYS
Worthy Patron; Mrs. George Tripp,
Secretary. Phone Main 329, 120
HUNKER & HUNKER
Grand avenue
Geo. H. Hunker
Chester A. Hunksa
at Law.
Attorneys
LODGE
NO.
DORADO
EL
1,
New Mexl,
Las Vegas,
KNIGHTS
OF PYTHIAS Meets
every Monday eve- Kgsjwfife.
JIK.S'1!L
.
PHYSICIANS
niui.
mug ill uiaue TT.,1

Visiting Knights are
invited.
cordially

Tc-wi-

nil

rTn

KES

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR

THE

Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
i
inn
may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by
itrength, but Uncle Horace had perW. G. Kobold, Mcintosh, N. M., Feb
illed. He said be felt that he ought
CONDENSED MILK
:o do something
ruary 3, 1912.
Instead of sitting
round and letting the family wear
One bay mare, 6 years old,
themselves out waiting on him, and
650 lbs., 13 bauds.
that he was glad to be of service.
Branded
J L
"Not in this rain, Uncle Horace!"
On left hip
Surely not when the wind is blowing
to
Said
animal being unknown
this
o, Uncle Horace!" or "Don't worry
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
He by going out In this snowstorm.
before March 2S, 1912, said date being
Uncle Horaco!" had not the remotest
FOR
SALE Buff Plymouth Rock
10 days after last appearance of this
rffect upon him when he started to
Estray Advertisement
Himb into his galoshes and wrappings
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Orders
idvertlsement, said estray will be sold
Notice is hereby given to whom it
filled till July 1. Mrs. M. E. Stevk go after the mail.
ty this Board for the benefit of the may concern that the following de
Mrs. Stebbins said to her husband,
ens, Humboldt, Kan.
owner when found.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
lolefully, that she feared It was the
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
M. G. Keenan, Springer, N. M., March
S' ginning of the end.
Albuquerque, N. M.
1, 1912.
The week that Uncle Horace took
1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18, '12
Estray Advertisement
i
One sorrel mare, 12 or 14
starting at a sound and to flush
is hereby given to whom it
Notice
filled
t a word or an unexpected look,
rears old, 850 lbs., 13 bands.
concern that the following de
may
Mrs.
Stebblns with alarm. That
Estray Advertisement
Branded .
pgj scribed estray animal was taken up by
Notice is hereby given to whom it
omething awful was the matter with
First Poet The Nickel Out Maga-dnOn left shoulder
Uncle Horace she was convinced and
didn't publish your poem "The may concern, that the following de
Martinez, Taos, N. M., Feb
Said animal being unknown to this Malaquias1912.
the besought him to see a doctor. She Milk of Human Kindness" in
3,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
ruary
ade him jelly and fed him beef tea
Poet No; I suppose the ed- A. F. Pate, Mills, N. M., February 0, Board, unless claimed by owner on or
One red bull, 7 years old
before March 28, 1912, said date being
vain
In
tried
his
and
hU readers would pre- 1912.
tboueht
itor
protests
lesplte
1300 lbs.
10 days after last appearance of this
!o get some intelligible conversation
fer it condensed.
One red cow, about 5 years
Branded
RSI
jut of him.
said estray will be sold
advertisement,
On left hip
feet.
old, 700 lbs., 4
jyjg
by this Board for the benefit of the
Branded
Said animal being unknown to this
owner when found.
On left hip
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Said animal being unknown to this
before March 28, 1912, said date being
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
10 days after last appearance of this
1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18, '12
before March 28, 1912, said date being
ndvertisement, said estray will be sold
10 days after last appearance of this
by this Board for the benefit of the
Estray Advertisement
advertisement, said estray will be sold
Notice Is hereby given to whom it iwner when found.
TAILOR FOR MEN
by this Board for the benefit of the may concern that the following de
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
owner when found.
Albuquerque, N. M.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Up-to-dand
R. F. Donaldson, Cedar Vale, N. M., 1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18, '12
Home.
at
Made
Stylish
Everything
Albuquerque, N. M.
February 24, 1912.
1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18, '12
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy has
One bay horse, 12 or 15
won its great reputation and exten
Bring in Your Cleaning and Pressing
16
900
hands.
lbs.,
years,
sive sale by Its remarkable cures of
Estray Advertisement
Branded
coughs, colds and croup. It can be
Notice is hereby given to whom it
WILL DOLL BUILDING
On left shoulder
depended upon. Try it. Sold by all
603 LINCOLN
may concern that the following de
druggists.
Branded
scribed estray animal was taken up by
On left ribs
U. G. MoCall, Las Cruces, N. M., Feb
ruary 23, 1912.
1
Said animal being unknown to this
THE
One dark bay mare, li Board, unless claimed by owner on or
i
before March 28, 1912, said date being
years, 650 lbs., 13 hands
10 days after last appearance of this
Branded
Ms per IN la.
Delivery ...y...
WOt lbs. or Mora, ta
On
left
sdvertlsement, said estray will be sold
hip
100
Me
per
Is.
Delivery
MM lb, to W lbs,
Said animal being unknown to this bv this Board for the benefit of the
tto pr 1tt Ike.
200 lb, to 1,000 lb,. Eaei. Delivery
Board, unless claimed by I owner on or owner when found.
40c per 100 lb.
50 lb, to tot lbs. Each DeBvory
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
before March 28, 1912, said date being
. Ms per 100 lbs.
Laaa Than 50 lbs Each Delivery
10 days after last appeirance of this
Albuquerque, N. M.
1st pub. March 7, last pub. Mar. 18, '12
sold
be
will
said
advertisement
estrar
U A
by this Board for the Benefit of the
You can say goodbye to constlpa
owner when found.
the
Natural
of
Ice,
V 1
Purity
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors
tlon with a clear conscience ir you
OATTLE
BOARD,
SANITARY
Tablets. Manv
use Chamberlain's
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
AlbuquestBue, N. M.
have been permanently cured by their
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
IN
1st pub. March 7, last ptib. Mar. 18, '12 use. For sale by ail druggists.
TIC TJJUJT.
THUCrfi I ADMIT

IUM

THE

mgSkLVaem
PjObL rSflWnler.

'

Liebsoh- Cha. n c e 1 o r

H. W. HOUF, D. O., M. D.

Physician and Surgeon

treat all kinds of diseases,

but
Commander. Harry make a specialty of eye, ear, nose ant
Martin, Keeper of throat, and the fitting of glasses.
Records and Seal.
Phones: Office, Main 46; Residence
Vegas 342.
Office: 506)4 Grand Avenue,
-- eeidence:
NO.
706 Sixth Street
BROTHERHOOD
FRATERNAL
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue, at
8 o'clock.
LOCAL TIME CARD
Visiting members are
cordially welcome. E. E. Oehring,
president; X T. Buhler, secretary;
EA3T BOUND
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
Arrive
pari
9:10 p. m... . 9:16 p. is
No. 2
1

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
I. O. of B B. Meets
every first
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
Isaac Appel,
corK:.lly invited

President;
retary.

Charles Greenclay,

Sec-

I

No. 4
No. 8
No. 10

No. 1
No. 3
No. 7
No. 9.

11:06 p m.... .11:10 p. m
1:16 a. m.. .. . 1:26 a. m
1:46 p. m.... . 2:10 p. m
WEST
1:20 p.
6:10
4:40 p.

a

.6:35

BOUND

m
m

m

p. m

1:45 p. m.

...6:15

p.

O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NW.
1.
Meets every Monday evening at
You Judge a man not by what he
their ha'l on Sixth street All visit- promises to do, but by what he has
ing brethren cordially invited to at- done. That is the only true test.
tend. J . D. Fridenstine, N. G.; Chamberlain's Cough Remedy judged
standard has no superior. PeoFrank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood, by this
ple everwhere speak of it in the highSecretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer; est terms of praise. For sale by all

I. O.

C. V.

Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

druggists.

second
fourth Tuesday evening of es
month at O. R. C. hall.
Visit!'
brothers are cordially invited. Ge
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler: D. ""
Condon, Secretary.

B. P. O. ELKS

Meets

Many suttereres from rheumatism
have been surprised and delighted
with the prompt relief afforded by
applying Chamberlain's Liniment. Not
one case of rheumatism in ten requires any internal treatment whatever. This liniment is for sale by
all druggists.

To-wi-

1

e

full-Seco-

Crystal Ice Co

nd

To-wi- t:

Pure Ice

J'o-wl- t:

PHONE MAIN 227
I

CHAS. LEWIS

ate

To-wi- t:

RETAIL PRICES

of

To-wi-

Eh

................

......

AG

PURA COMPANY

1

93 0

2

V

m

4:50 p. m
7:00 p. m

ANT Ads

Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom aiuoaf all
the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to some-on- e
who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
of those who MIGHT BUY

As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things , they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

LAS VEGA8

DAILY OPTIC,

MONDAY, MARCH 11, 1912.

THE OPTIC DOES JOB PRINTING.

ft

The Optic's Job Department is Equip
ped to do Any Kind of Job Printing.

DO YOU NEED BUSINESS

DO YOU NEED OFFICE

OR CALLING CARDS?

STATIONERY?

The Optic Can Furnish Them.

The Optic Can Furnish it,

3
ARE YOU GOING TO HAVE A PUBLIC

SALE MR. FARMER?

The Optic Can Furnish The Sale Bills.
Are You Going to Make Reduction in Certain
Lines, Mr. Merchant?
The Optic Can Furnish You With Handbills
And Advertising Space, a Combination That
Cannot be Beat For Successful Results.

Have You a Book or Catalogue
To be Published?
The Optic is Prepared to do Book Work.

Blank and Loose Leaf Books Can Always be Obtained of The Opticf

3

The Job Department is Presided Over by an Expert Commercial
Printer And is Supplied With The Most Modern Machinery.
2 3

Sr

Prices Are The Lowest Consistent
With the Best of Labor and Material.

3

I
'V'-

.

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR NEXT JOB,

The Optic Publishing Co
PHONE MAM

2.

EIGHT

r

LA8VEO.A8 DAILY OPTIC,

1

LOCAL NEWS
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Fancy Imported

Try

flalaga Grapes

I

Per Pound 20a
Colorado Sweet Cider

Per Gatton 50 c
AT THE STORE OF

IKE DAVIS

J

THE CASH GROCER

New Oranges
FRESH and FINE
FROM

1

10 75C

per dozen

Lib

I

stfabms
i nil in

hi

ir. ft

GROCER

drm ot

hourbor

!4

MONDAY, MARCH 11, 1912.

The regular meeting of the Fraternal Brotherhood will be held tonight
in the O. R. C. hall. Several candidates will be Initiated into the trder
and a big "feed" will wind up tbr
A 'large attendance is de
evening.

Rest

WHILE YOU JOURNEY

THROUGH LIFE WHY

NOT LIVE BY THE
111

IV

Ml

TWrt lb Pin

I.

sRestChairs

lTHE

way;

PUSH BUTTON

With a

KIND

Royjal Rest
Chair
Foot
Bifk out of Siht
Best

Slides

In Your Home

We have a nice assortment at from $8.00 to $25.00
lb

'

K
-- .

in price

It costs you nothing to see and try one.
If vou try one you will buy.

J.

C. JOHNSEN & SON

The probation of the last Will arm'
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
In the wood.
Direct from distiller? testament of the late Henry Goke
was before the probate court this
to yon. At the Lobby, of
The estate of Mr. Goke
morning.
The B'Nal B'Rlth lodge, will give a Is one of the largest before the court
dance for Its members and their in many years and the taking of tea
friends in the O. R. C. hall on March timony of witnesses and other neces
21.
sary proceedings occupied the atten
tion of the court during the entire
White Kitchen. We have secured session of today.
a fine short order cook and our place
will he open day and night toereai'ter
A number of complaints have been
Oysters any style.
received in the past several days af
holes
in some of the principal
The regular monthly meeting of the streets of East Las
which
Vegas,
school board of East I.as Vegas will make
travel at night dangerous. They
be held this evening at the City Hall. are in most case
the result of setA large attendance is desired.
tling of the ground over places where
excavations were made during the reThe regular meeting of the city cent cold
snap for frozen water pipes
council will be held Wednesday night and either the
property owners or
in the City Hall. Much important the
city should see to having them
business will be brought before the Sited.
meeting for consideration and a large
attendance is expected.
Johnny Garth, a young colored boy,
was arrested
on
a
yesterday
The regular weekly drill of Comcharge of stealing a can of maple
pany H will 'be held this evening in syrup from the
wagon of a dry farmthe National Guard armory. The an- er. The
wagon was standing in the
nual inspection of the company is but
corral in the rear of the establisha few weeks away and a large at- ment of the
Rosenthal Furniture comtendance of the members of tht com- pany. The
syrup looked good to young
pany is necessary at all drills.
Garth and he annexed It, This morn
ing Judge D. R. Murray sentenced
A marriage license was issued this
the boy to 10 days in the county jail.
morning from the office of the county It is likely the boy later will be sent
clerk to Paulita Banez, aged 25 years. to the reform
school at Springer.
and Jose Ignacio Gurule, ag'd
65
years. Miss Banez is a resident of
A defective flue set fire yesterday
Los Valles and Gurule resides in Ia
at 8:20 o'clock to the resimorning
Concepcion.
dence at 221 Grand avenue occupied
The Ladies' league of the Presby by Mrs. A. G Connell. The blaze was
terian church will meet Tuesday after discovered by Harry White, who
noon at 2:30 o'clock at the home ot chopped a hole in the roof and sucMrs. Oscar E. Burch, 1030 Fifth street. ceeded in extinguishing the flames,
the
1'his is the last meeting for the church which were confined between
year and a large attendance Is de- celling and the roof. The two fire departments arrived In time to complete
sired.
the good work begun by Mr. White.
During the absence of Mrs. Charles The damage to the house will not
Ilfeld the Ilfeld residence on
the exceed $20, It is believed.
West side will be closed and Mr. IlCUTLER BROTHERS.
feld will reside with his son, A. C.
Fire Insurance.
Ilfeld.
the return of Max
Upon
Nordhaus from California, Mr. Ilfeld
ADVERTISED
LETTER LIST
will leave for New York where he
Letters remaining uncalled for, for
will join Mrs. Ilfeld.
the week ending March 3, 1912:
Miss Prospero Baca; Miss F. A
Instructions have been given to the
police authorizing them to arrest all Barnum; Miss Carolina Crespin; R.
persons caught in the act of walking B. Lloyd; Sr. Don Donaciano Mon-toyon tbe grass in Hillsite or Lincoln
Miss Edith Ohlmier; R. J. Palpark. On account of the wet weather mer; O. H. Rowland; Mrs. C. R. Rags-dale- ;
the sod in the parks is soft and
Miss Keturah Swartz; Miss
spong-and every step that is taken
Trujillo; Mrs. Manuel Valdez.
Letter held for postage:
upon it does great damage. Many
Mr. Amado Montano, P. O. Box 101,
people, including large numbers of
school children, have formed
the Williams, Ariz.
When calling for the above please
habit of walking on the grass in wet
veather. If they continue to indulge ask for "Advertised letters."
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster.
the habit they will be arroj'ed and
fined. The city is desirous of preservIN UNCERTAIN
WEATHER
ing (he beauty of the parks.
The safest and surest way to travel
is with a horse. We carry a full line
of livery outfits and are prepared to
furnish drivers if necessary. We also
are supplied with a fine line of good
IF THERE'S A BETTER
carriages and prompt, courteous serWAY TO DO LAUNDRY
vice is guaranteed. M. L. Cooley, Liveryman.

Than the way we do it, we
are not aware of it. We have
the most modern machinery
made anywhere and the methods we use are right up to
now.

Send Your Clothes to us
At Once

Then you'll know that there is
one laundry that can do work
to suit you and that it doesn't
AT

ask a fortune for doing a
mily washing either.

fa-

t

THE HOUSE OF QUALITY

ATTENTION ELKS
Have you had your photograph
made for the new lodge rom? Waterman is making sittings and the pictures axe proving as good or a little
better than the quality usually turned
out by that high class photographer.
Better arrange for a sitting today.
Waterman, the Plaza,

Phone Main

81

Store

617 Douglas

DEFEATED THE SENIORS IN Y.
CONTE8T
C. A. LEAGUE
SATURDAY

M.

NIGHT.

By a score of 22 to ia, the basket
ball team of the Business Men's class
defeated the Senior class team in the

contest of Saturday night at the Y. M.
C. A. and won the championship of
the association league. Though neither
team showed great speed the Business
Men clearly outclassed their opponents and demonstrated their right
to the title of champions. For the
Business Men, J. C. Baker played the
star game at forward, while the honors on the other side were evenly divided.

In the preliminary contest of the
defeated
evening the Intermediates
the Juniors by a score ot 38 to 8. in
this game the Intermediate class was
represented by Comstock, Martin, Roberts, Skinner and Haydon, and the
Juniors by Nahm, Rosenthal, Grau-bartIlfeld, Moore and Taylor.
The lineup of the Business Men
was: Baker and Mills, forwards;
center; Hayward and ilfeld,
guards. The Senior lineup was: Lewis and White, forwards; vvebD, center;
Koogler and Winters, guards. Schoe-ne- y
took Lewis' place i the second
half.
Alfred Swan, formerly a physical
director of Chicago, referred the first
half of the championship game and
Ellis umpired. In the second half
they changed places. Twenty-minut- e
halves were played.
The Senior and High school teams
will play for the second place in the
league. This game probably will be
played next Friday night.
Mar-wic-

M. M. Padgett and Judge
Leahy returned yesterday after
noon from Santa Fe where they had
been as delegates from San Miguel
county to the republican state convention.

We Can Show You Any Size

or Width in all The New

REGAL MODELS
In Button and Bals, of Boih Black and Tan.
We

are Sole Agents in Las Vegas'for This Make of Shoes

And Wish to Call Your Attention to The

Fact That You Can

Buy a Pair of REGAL SHOES of us at the Same Price You
Pay For Them at

Thecal

Shoe Stores in The East.

FOR YOUR NEXT PAIR OF SHOES COME AND SEE

;the
JYl.

REGAL.

GREENBERGER.
MR. MERCHANT

You who are doubtful
about Electric Advertising.
Customers follow the light,
put up an Electric Sign and
have your windows lighted
by our special low flat rate.

Colonel

WE FURNISH

D. J.

Contracts for a week ot racing at
Amusement park, beginning June 5
were signed today. R. W. DeNeffe of
Albuquerque is the promoter, who
agrees to bring the fast ponies to Las
Vegas. Mr. DeNeffe has just returned
from Juarez where he nad a string of
horses during the races on the big
track. According to the contract Mr.
DeNeffe takes all the responsibility
for the financial success of the races.
He expects to bring a large number
of fast horses here. Those people
who enjoy good races can look forward to some excellent entertainment.
WERE YOU PREPARED
For the sudden blizzard that a.
scended from the north Monday night?
Were your coal bins full? If not call
up the Coors Lumber company and
order fuel. Orders will be filled with
out delay.
ABSOLUTE fURITY.
An expert chemist has tested the

candles manufactured Dy Potters and
has discovered that they are absoThe
lutely free from adulteration.
coloring matters used are strictly vegetable and harmless, even in the
cheaper grades of confections. Potters on Douglas avence is the home
of the best ice cream, soda water and
candy in Las Vegas.

THE

SIGN

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.

Jefferson Reynolds President
President
Hal.'ett Reynolds Cashier
Davis Vice President
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier

E. D. Raynolds Vice

Stephen

B.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital, r$l00,000 Surplus, and Undividbdkofits $35,000
bank adopts every desirable method
While this
it never loses sight of that essential

quality

of modern
i Absolute
Safety

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

COAL AND WOOD
FRESH

WRITE

NUT

LUMP

wholesale: and

LETTUCE

RADISHES

retail

p. W.CONDON

SPINACH

pigeons at 30c a
pair,
thoroughbred
Belgian
Hares. Phone Main 153 or call 912
National avenue.

FOR

SALE

71

100

50

YOUNG ONIONS

California Oranges
Florida Grape Fruit
Colorado Apples
Yucatan Bananas

NARCISSUS
TULIPS
HYACINTHS
In Pots ot Cut
PERRY ONION & SON

sl

Vt

121

If

Florida and Old Mexico
TOMATOES

507 Sixth Strttt

Our new Spring Line of
REGAL SHOES
Are Here

PLAYERS

A- T-

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

JUST ARRIVED

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

THE BEST OF EATABLES

The Graaf & Hayward Co.

THE CHAMPION

GOOD SHOW COMING

Messers Duncan and Browne, managers of the Duncan opera house, have
completed arrangements for the production here on March 27 of "Madame
Sherry." This pretty comic opera is
sure to draw a large audience, as It is
filled with catchy music and is staged
by a good cast. Play going folk will
receive the announcement of its coming with genuine pleasure.

Las Vegas Steam

Laundry
We Always Have

MEN

sired.

a the Opera Bar.

Gre-gori- o

'Rish theButton-an- d

BUSINESS

BOUCHER'S

The
Science of
Selling

Farms

it

may be termed a science

most

include a means of presenting the
propogition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers.

To reach this

class in the southwest use the

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

Subscribe for The Optic

